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ABSTRACT




We study the nonlinear flow which results when two immiscible inviscid incompressible
fluids of different densities and separated by an interface which is free to move and
which supports surface tension, are caused to flow in a straight infinite channel.
Gravity is taken into consideration and the velocities of each phase can be different,
thus giving rise to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Our objective is to study
the competing effects of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability coupled with a stably or
unstably stratified fluid system (Rayleigh-Taylor instability) when surface tension is
present to regularize the dynamics. Our approach involves the derivation of two-
and three-dimensional model evolution equations using long-wave asymptotics and
the ensuing analysis and computation of these models. In addition, we derive the
appropriate Birkhoff-Rott integro-differential equation for two-phase inviscid flows in
channels of arbitrary aspect ratios.
A long wave asymptotic analysis is undertaken to develop a theory for fully
nonlinear interfacial waves allowing amplitudes as large as the channel thickness. The
result is a set of evolution equations for the interfacial shape and the velocity jump
across the interface. Linear stability analysis reveals that capillary forces stabilize
short-wave disturbances in a dispersive manner and we study their effect on the
fully nonlinear dynamics described by our models. In the case of two-dimensional
interfacial deflections, traveling waves of permanent form are constructed and it is
shown that solitary waves are possible for a range of physical parameters. All solitary
waves are expressed implicitly in terms of incomplete elliptic integrals of the third
kind. When the upper layer has zero density, two explicit solitary-wave solutions
have been found whose amplitudes are equal to h/4 or h/9 where 2h is the channel
thickness. In the absence of gravity, solitary waves are not possible but periodic ones
are. Numerically constructed traveling and solitary waves are given for representative
physical parameters. The initial value problem for the partial differential equations is
also addressed numerically in periodic domains, and the regularizing effect of surface
tension is investigated. In particular, when surface tension is absent it is shown
that the system of governing evolution equations terminates in a singularity after a
finite time. This is achieved by studying a 2 x 2 system of nonlinear conservation
laws in the complex plane and by numerical solution of the evolution equations.
The analysis shows that a sinusoidal perturbation of the flat interface and a cosine
perturbation to the unit velocity jump across the interface, develop a singularity at
time t, = In 1 + 0 (ln(ln 1 )) where E is the initial amplitude of the disturbances. This
result is asymptotic for small E and is derived by studying the asymptotic form of the
flow characteristics in the complex plane.
We also derive the analogous three-dimensional evolution equations by assuming
that the wavelengths in the principal horizontal directions are large compared to the
channel thickness. Surface tension is again incorporated to regularize short-wave
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities and the equations are solved numerically subject to
periodic boundary conditions. Evidence of singularity formation is found. In
particular, we observe that singularities occur at isolated points starting from general
initial conditions. This finding is consistent with numerical studies of unbounded
three-dimensional vortex sheets (see Introduction for a discussion and references).
In the final part of this work we consider the vortex-sheet formulation of the
exact nonlinear two-dimensional flow of a vortex sheet which is bounded in a channel.
We derive a Birkhoff-Rott type integro-differential evolution equation for the velocity
of the interface in terms of the vorticity as well as the evolution equation for the
unnormalized vortex sheet strength. For the case of a spatially periodic vortex
sheet, this Birkhoff-Rott type equation is written in terms of Jacobi's functions. The
equation is shown to recover the limits of unbounded and non-periodic flows which
are known in the literature.
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Interfacial waves are waves which propagate at the interface of two fluids and are
encountered in many physical situations. Applications range from oceanography,
meteorology, cooling systems, lubricated transport, as well as applications in
aerodynamics, for example, wakes behind aerofoils or flows in turbomachinery. Waves
propagating in two-layer fluid flows may be observed in the seasonal thermocline in
the ocean and in the inversion in the atmosphere. An example of environmental
interest are flows in estuaries where lighter fresh water flows into the heavier brine
with the potential of interfacial instabilities developing which can affect mixing, for
example. The fundamental understanding of interfacial waves and their nonlinear
response is of great interest both from a mathematical point of view as well as in
gaining a quantitative understanding of fundamental physical mechanisms.
It is well known that nonlinearity and dispersion are two fundamental
mechanisms that are responsible for wave propagation in fluids. During the course of
the wave evolution, nonlinearity tends to steepen a wave form, while dispersion tends
to flatten steep free-surface gradients; thus it creates a competing mechanism to
that of nonlinearity. Possibly one of the simplest examples that exhibits the interplay
between nonlinearity and dispersion is the case of free-surface waves of a homogeneous
layer of incompressible and inviscid fluid. Free surface waves are waves propagating at
the interface of a fluid with a passive upper region, i.e. the density of the upper layer
being zero. When the two competing effects of nonlinearity and dispersion balance
each other, this can result in a single wave of elevation, called a solitary wave, which
propagates at a constant amplitude-dependent speed, without change in shape. The
relative importance of nonlinearity and dispersion can be measured if we introduce
two independent non-dimensional parameters: the nonlinearity ratio a = 16 where a
1
2
in the wave amplitude and h 1 is the thickness of the fluid layer, and the aspect ratio
E = kid, ratio of the layer thickness to the typical wavelength 1. The balance when a
solitary wave arises is usually taken to be a scaling relation between a and E for values
a << 1 and E < 1. The regime a < 1 and E < 1 is called a weakly nonlinear regime
since in this case, the amplitude of the wave is much smaller than the thickness of
the layer.
Nonlinear waves propagating on the surface of fluid of finite or infinite depth
have been studied extensively. Gravity waves were studied by Stokes [85], Schwartz
[80] and Longuet-Higgings [59] and exact solutions for capillary waves were found
by Crapper [26] for the case of fluid of infinite depth and Kinnersley [50] for fluid of
finite depth. Gravity-capillary waves in irrotational fluid were considered by Schwartz
and Vanden-Broeck [81], Chen and Saffron [20, 21], Hogan [39] and Hunter and
Vanden-Broeck [43]. When vorticity is also present, calculations for gravity-capillary
waves can be found in Kang and Vanden-Broeck [48] and references therein.
Of course, most physical processes (particularly those with environmental
applications) occur when the density of the fluid does not remain constant throughout
the layer, but has some variation with the height of the layer. Although most of the
density stratifications which take place in nature are continuous, it is reasonable to
use the two-layer fluid model with a density discontinuity, due to its simplicity and the
fact that it gives a good approximation when the interfacial wavelength is sufficiently
longer than the length scale of the density variation [87]. The case of waves at the
interface of two immiscible fluids of different density brings an additional level of
complexity into the wave propagation problem. To see this, let h 2 be the thickness of
the lower layer. Then in addition to a and E, one can introduce another independent
parameter, the depth ratio D = lit. The balance between nonlinearity and dispersion
can vary according to D even in the weakly nonlinear case. Different regimes are
possible depending on the depth ratio. They range between the two extremes, one
3
of which is when the lower fluid layer is also small compared to the wavelength, and
when the lower fluid layer is infinitely deep compared with the upper one.
The shallow water wave regime is characterized by D = 0(1) and a = 0(E 2 ),
E << 1. These assumptions lead to the Korteweg-de Vries equation that governs the
evolution of the unidirectional weakly nonlinear waves - see Benjamin [10]). Miles
[64, 65], Kakutani and Yamasaki [47], Helfrich, Melville and Miles [37] study the
internal waves at the interface of two fluids with applications to oceanography. The
central interest of the above investigators is the weakly nonlinear evolution of traveling
waves over varying topography. Surface tension is usually excluded and the evolution
equations are of Korteweg-de Vries type. Rosales and Papanicolaou [76] derived
fairly general Korteweg-de Vries evolution equations for gravity waves in a channel
with a rough bottom, the roughness being both rapidly varying periodic and (small
amplitude) random.
Another case is when the depth of the lower layer is much larger than that of
the upper layer (D >> 1) and a = 0 (E). This limit leads to the Intermediate Long
Wave equation studied by Joseph [46] and Kubota, Ko & Dobbs [54]. In the limit as
D ooh, this equation reduces to the Benjamin-Ono equation (Benjamin [11], Davis
& Acrivos [29], Ono [70]). Matsuno [62] and Choi & Camassa [22] derived more
general equations valid for arbitrary D using the weakly nonlinear assumption.
Gravity waves in the case of two fluids have been modelled by Liska, Margolin
and Wendroff [57], and Choi and Camassa [23] among others. In particular, the
latter study contains the Kortweg-de Vries and Intermediate Long Wave equations
as special cases. The effect of a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability when a second fluid is
introduced, is likely to render these results unstable to short waves, and such effects
were excluded from the above studies.
The common feature of the models briefly described above, is the presence
of small parameters like a and E that allow us to eliminate the dependence on
4
the vertical coordinate, thereby substantially simplifying the problem and making
analytical progress possible. For these approximations to the original Euler equations
to be practically useful, however, they have to be accurate even when the parameters
a and E, for example, take moderate values rather than the asymptotically small
ones assumed in the derivations, since this can ensure some compensation for other
neglected physical effects like viscosity, for instance. Experiments conducted by Koop
& Butler [51], however, reveal that just when these weakly nonlinear models give a
good approximation to the Euler equations, the effects of viscosity become important
and compete with nonlinearity and dispersion, thus possibly making these models of
limited validity. Experimental data collected by these authors provide evidence that
the weak nonlinearity (small amplitude) assumption may be inadequate to describe
their experiments, at least.
Despite their physical relevance, the effects of finite amplitude have been
investigated significantly less than weakly nonlinear models. The challenge is to
have fully nonlinear models comparable in simplicity to weakly nonlinear ones and at
the same time have the potential to capture and describe accurately finite-amplitude
dynamical effects. One of our motivations in this study, is to derive asymptotically
fully nonlinear models that contain several competing physical effects (nonlinearity,
shear instability, density stratification and surface tension). Ultimately, we study
these models analytically and computationally in order to gain a quantitative
understanding of such flows.
Another interesting problem that arises in the study of an interface between two
fluids of different density is the problem of nonlinear stability. When the heavier fluid
lies above the lighter one, the interface may be subject to Rayleigh-Taylor instability
due to the destabilizing force of gravity (Taylor [88]). This results in the characteristic
"spike-bubble" interfacial shape pattern as the interface amplitude grows with time.
For this reason, this kind of instability is sometimes called the fingering instability.
5
Taylor recognized that all such types of problem are equivalent to those where the net
acceleration is directed from the lighter fluid towards the heavier one. This instability
can be observed by rapidly accelerating a glass of water downwards, for example. Let
us denote the density in the upper layer by p i and density in the lower one by P2
(we are assuming that a given continuous density distribution can be replaced by a
piecewise smooth distribution - see discussion above). We also introduce the density
ratio p = 2--p 12 and the Atwood ratio a = 1E4. The Rayleigh-Taylor mode has a < 0
since the heavier fluid lies above the lighter one, then. When the lighter fluid is
above the heavier one, i.e., a > 0, the configuration is statically stable, but once
there is a difference in velocities across the interface, i.e., the tangential velocity
has a jump discontinuity, an inertially induced Kelvin-Helmholtz instability can be
generated (Kelvin [49]) giving another classical example of hydrodynamic instability.
The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is a fundamental instability of incompressible fluid
flow at high Reynolds number. A vortex sheet separating the regions of potential
flow has been often used as an idealization of a shear layered flow in studies of mixing
properties, boundary layers and coherent structures in fluids. In the case when surface
tension is absent and the two fluids are both incompressible and inviscid, the linear
stability analysis for both of these instability modes, predicts that as the wavelength
decreases, the growth rate of disturbances increases without any bound. In this
case, the vortex sheet problem is ill-posed. Moreover, nonlinear interaction of high
frequency modes can lead to the formation of a singularity in a finite time.
In real fluids, interfacial surface tension and viscosity regularize this behavior.
Chandrasekhar [19] deduced that for the inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz mode, the surface
tension acts to inhibit the onset of linearized instability at all wavelengths for a value
of the velocity difference not exceeding a certain critical value. Greater velocity
differences are unstable but only for wavelengths above a certain minimum value that
depends on the velocity difference as well as fluid properties.
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There is a fair number of experiments which address the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability in a bounded two fluid system in a channel. Among them are experiments
by Thorpe [89, 89], and a photograph from [89] is also contained in "An Album of
Fluid Motion" by Van Dyke [91], photo 145, p. 85. This experiment on stratified
shear flow is presented in Figure 1.1 reveals that an initial sinusoidal perturbation
of the interface occurs after a few seconds and grows nonlinearly into regular spiral
rolls. The phenomenon of roll-up is highly nonlinear and is related to several aspects
of the vortex sheet problem as we discuss later.
Figure 1.1 Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of stratified shear flow. Taken from Van
Dyke's album [91], photo 145, p. 85.
Another photo from the experiment on the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of
superposed streams by Roberts, Dimotakis & Roshko (presented in Van Dyke's album
[91], photo 146, p. 85) is shown in Figure 1.2. In both photos, the upper layer moves
faster then the lower one. In the left photograph (Figure 1.2 (a)), the faster stream
is perturbed sinusoidally at the most unstable frequency, and at half that frequency
in the right (Figure 1.2 (b)). The motion the latter case produces an evolution which
locks into the subharmonic mode.
The study of interfacial stability problems beyond the range of linear theory,
as well as nonlinear free-surface wave behavior required the development of various
numerical methods. The time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations were numerically
integrated by Harlow & Welch [36], Daly [27, 28], Hirt, Cook & Butler [38] in their
analysis of Rayleigh-Taylor instability. Daly [28] also investigated the effect of surface
Figure 1.2 Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of superposed streams. Taken from Van
Dyke's album [91], photo 146, p. 85. (a) Perturbation at most unstable mode; (b) at
half that frequency.
tension on the late-time formation of a heavy-fluid spike for cylindrical geometry. In
the case when the two fluids may be assumed to be irrotational, Kelvin's Circulation
Theorem guarantees that the vorticity will be confined to the interface for all times.
Hence, the interface may be regarded as a generalized vortex sheet. (The classical
vortex sheet model is used for the two-fluid flow of different velocities but the same
constant density. The generalized vortex sheet means that in addition to different
velocities, fluids also have different densities in each layer, i.e. there is a finite density
discontinuity across the interface.) Using the above result, Birkhoff [12] formulated
the two-dimensional inviscid interfacial motion in terms of variables that describe the
shape and circulation distribution of a vortex sheet representing the interface. This
approach allowed him to reduce the effective space dimensionality of the problem by
one. Birkhoff argued that the nonlinear initial value problem is ill-posed without the
smoothing effect of surface tension and/or viscosity because of the unbounded growth
rate at decreasing wavelength in the linear stability analysis. Since the presence of
the surface tension removes its ill-posedness in the linear theory, Birkhoff suggested
that it may likewise do so in the nonlinear case.
For constant-density fluid motions modeling shear-layers, surface tension cannot
be included on physical grounds but it may be used as an artificial smoothing method,
i.e., as a regularization method. Rosenhead [77] was the first who studied this
problem numerically by modeling the vortex sheet by a row of point vortices whose
mutually self-induced motion was supposed to approximate the true vortex-sheet
motion. Unfortunately, Rosenhead found the vortices exhibited chaotic behavior in
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regions where smooth roll-up should be expected. Moore [68] examined in detail
the special case of a uniform circular vortex sheet. Combining a spectral analysis of
the growing numerical error and an analytical study of the discrete-model behavior,
Moore concluded that the mechanism of chaotic motion is indeed a discrete form of
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Fink & Soh [31] proposed a method of redistributing the
vortices at each time step that eliminated the error. Longuet-Higgins & Cokelet [60]
used a linear-smoothing technique to suppress a saw-tooth-like instability in related
free-surface flows. These methods were effective means of inhibiting the growth of
the error.
Generalized vortex-sheet-like formulations of interfacial motion for the case
of a finite-density discontinuity, have been developed by several authors. Among
them is the paper by Zaroodny & Greenberg [93] where the authors studied the
free-surface wave without inclusion of the surface tension term. Zalosh [92] includes
surface tension in a vortex-type treatment of interfacial motion. He uses the simple
point-vortex model to study Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and finds that for unstable
conditions, irregularities develop on the interface profile where some coherent roll-up
is expected.
The boundary integral technique is another powerful method for studying the
evolution of an interface between incompressible fluids. In the case of inviscid
fluids, methods based on the representation of the interface by a dipole or vortex
sheet strength have been used to study Rayleigh-Taylor instability (Baker, Meiron
& Orszag [4], Pullin [73], Tryggvason [90]), the motion of water waves and internal
waves (Baker, Meiron & Orszag [6], Beale, Hou & Lowengrub [9, 8], [41], Pullin [73],
Rangel & Sirignano [74], Roberts [75], Baker & Nachbin [5]). Although there are
some differences in these methods, they all use markers to represent the interface,
and simple approximations to the boundary integrals that are used to determine the
9
velocity of the markers. Bernoulli's equation, or some version of it, is used to update
the velocity potential, dipole strength or the vortex sheet along the interface.
For flows when the upper fluid is absent (i.e., the case of an upper liquid
with zero density), numerical simulations reveal evidence that the motion is well
behaved (Baker, Caflisch & Siegel [3]). However, when the motion of an interface is
studied numerically for fluids of nonzero densities, the rapid formation of curvature
singularities is observed in the absence of surface tension. The underlying mechanism
that causes such singularities to form is the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (Krasny
[53], Shelley [82], Baker, Caflisch & Siegel [3]). As the interface moves, there will be
regions where speeds of liquid flow are different on either side of the interface. At
a local level these regions are vortex sheets with almost uniform strength. In the
absence of stabilizing effects like surface tension or viscosity, these regions develop
the nonlinear Kelvin-Helmholtz instability which causes the formation of curvature
singularities in finite time.
The singularity formation in two-dimensional vortex sheets has been the subject
of intensive study in the last two decades. Early contributions are due to Moore [67]
who studied the nonlinear evolution of a vortex sheet with a small initial sinusoidal
disturbance of amplitude E. Moore predicted that near the singularity, the curvature
of the vortex sheet is proportianal to r s 1 -1 / 2 , where r is the circulation of the sheet
measured from a fixed reference point to point s and F s is the position of singularity.
Moore's result was based on asymptotic analysis and was confirmed by Meiron, Baker
Orszag [63] who investigated a power series solution in time. Later this result was
supported numerically by Krasny [53] and Shelley [82]. Validating rigorously Moore's
analysis, Caflisch & Orellana [15] proved the existence for a slightly perturbed vortex
sheet up to t = In ED for Moore's initial condition. More recently, Cowley, Baker
Tanveer [25] studied in detail the singularity formation on a two-dimensional vortex
sheet problem. They showed how the 2 singularity in the vortex sheet is selected at
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an early time in the extended complex plane. Authors also obtained an asymptotic
description of the sheet shape as the physical singularity forms.
Most studies of two-dimensional vortex sheet problems are performed using
a complex variable formulation. However, such formulations cannot naturally be
generalized to the three-dimensional case. Ishihara & Kaneda [44, 45] provided
some evidence that singularities form on three-dimensional vortex sheets by directly
generalizing Moore's analysis to the three-dimensional problem. However, their result
does not give a clear description of the singularity structure. Brady & Pullin [13]
investigated three-dimensional vortex sheets of cylindrical shape and normal mode
initial conditions. They showed that for this special type of initial data, the problem
can be reduced exactly to a two-dimensional vortex sheet problem. Recently, Hou and
Hu [40] have resolved a long-outstanding open problem on the singularity formation
induced by the three-dimensional Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. They found that
when viewed in appropriate physical variables and coordinates, the three-dimensional
problem is essentially the same as the corresponding two-dimensional problem. These
authors investigated an interesting open question about whether the singularity
in a three-dimensional vortex sheet first appears as isolated points or along a
one-dimensional line segment. They studied the motion of a singularity in the
extended complex plane and used analytic continuation to argue that at the time
when physical singularities form, they appear either at some isolated points or along
entire one-dimensional curves in the plane of real parameters. They showed that the
interface cannot develop finite time singularities along a segment of a one-dimensional
curve.
The purpose of the present work is to derive two-fluid models when surface
tension and gravity are present, and at the same time allowing tangential slip at the
interface making it a vortex sheet. The surface tension is a physical regularization
of the system and we are concerned, among other aspects, with the construction of
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solitary waves for a range of parameters. These solutions along with finite-length
waves add gravity and an upper fluid to the study of Kinnersley [50]. No exact
solutions are possible in general when gravity is present, but our fully nonlinear
long wave model supports a class of solitary waves expressible in terms of elliptic
integrals. Some explicit solutions are also found. We are also interested in evaluating
our models for singularity formation in the absence of surface tension and presence of a
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, along with the analogous surface tension regularizations
of such motions by increasingly larger amounts of regularization. We pursue such
studies using numerical methods for both two- and three-dimensional disturbances.
In addition, we derive Birkhoff-Rott type equations for vortex sheets in channels.
Such models can be used to make theoretical comparisons with available experiments
but this is left for future work.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we use a long
wave approximation to develop a theory for fully nonlinear interfacial waves allowing
amplitudes as large as the channel thickness. The result is a set of evolution
equations for the interfacial shape and the velocity jump across the interface. Linear
stability analysis reveals that capillary forces stabilize short-wave disturbances in
a dispersive manner. Traveling waves of permanent form are studied, and it is
shown that solitary waves are possible for a range of physical parameters. All
solitary waves can be expressed implicitly in terms of incomplete elliptic integrals
of the third kind. When the upper layer has zero density, two explicit solitary-wave
solutions have been found whose amplitudes are equal to h/4 or h/9 where 2h is
the channel thickness. In the absence of gravity, solitary waves are not possible
but periodic ones are. Numerically constructed traveling and solitary waves are
given for representative physical parameters. The initial value problem for the
partial differential equations is also addressed numerically, and the regularizing effect
of surface tension is investigated. An explicit pseudo-spectral scheme is used in
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numerical analysis. The system of evolution equations has three conserved quantities,
corresponding to mass, total circulation and energy. These constants of motion have
been used as a check on the accuracy of computational solutions. It is also shown
that the system of governing equations terminates in infinite slope singularities. This
is achieved by studying a 2 x 2 system of nonlinear conservation laws in the complex
plane and by numerical solution of the evolution equations. This analysis shows that a
sinusoidal perturbation of the flat interface and a cosinusoidal perturbation to the unit
velocity jump across the interface develop a singularity at time t, = In + 0(1n(ln
where E is the initial amplitude of the disturbances. This result is asymptotic for
small E and is derived by studying the asymptotic form of the flow characteristics in
the complex plane.
In Chapter 3, the problem under consideration is generalized to the three-
dimensional case, where two fluids with different density and velocities bounded
between two infinite horizontal plates are studied. Three-dimensional long-wave
model equations are derived by assuming that the wavelengths in the principal
horizontal directions are large compared to the channel thickness. Surface tension
is again incorporated to regularize short-wave Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities and the
equations are solved numerically subject to periodic boundary conditions. Evidence
of singularity formation is found. In particular, we observe that singularities occur
at isolated points starting from general initial conditions. This finding is consistent
with numerical studies of unbounded three-dimensional vortex sheets, in particular,
with the results by Hou & Hu [40]. Integral invariants of motion that correspond to
mass, total circulation in the principal horizontal directions, and energy provided a
useful accuracy check for the numerics.
Chapter 4 presents the vortex-sheet formulation of the exact nonlinear two-
dimensional motion of the interface for the case when the vortex sheet is bounded
by the channel walls. The model includes a Birkhoff-Rott type integro-differential
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evolution equation for the velocity of the interface in terms of the vorticity as well as
the evolution equation for the unnormalized vortex sheet strength. For the case of a
spacially periodic vortex sheet, this Birkhoff-Rott type equation is written in terms
of Jacobi's functions. The equation is shown to recover the limits of unbounded and
non-periodic flows which are known in the literature. Appendix A gives the details
of the problem formulation in the three-dimensional case that are used as well for
the two-dimensional problem as a partial case. In Appendix B, we derive equation
(2.58) that governs the evolution of nonlinear traveling waves. Appendix C contains
necessary definitions, relations and properties of Legendre's Elliptic Integrals, Jacobi's
Elliptic Functions and Jacobi's Z, II, 0 and H Functions. Finally, in Appendix D,
we present Sohotskij-Plemelj Formulae used in the derivation of a Birkhoff-Rott type




We consider a system of two immiscible fluid streams each with a different constant
density and different velocity, one stream above the other. The fluids are assumed
to be inviscid, incompressible, and the motion irrotational. The fluids are of infinite
horizontal extent and they are bounded in a channel with straight, horizontal parallel
walls. We are interested in the evolution of interfacial waves when both gravity and
surface tension act. The unperturbed depth of each layer is initially h. Denote upper
and lower fluid quantities by subscripts 1 and 2, respectively, with corresponding
densities p 1 and p2 . Using Cartesian coordinates, the undisturbed interface is at
y = 0 and at subsequent times it is given by y = S(x, t), where x is the horizontal
coordinate and t is time. Throughout the thesis, both top and the bottom boundaries
are assumed to be rigid, so that problems such as the interaction between surface
waves and interfacial waves do not arise. The configuration is schematically shown in
Figure 2.1.
The flow is taken to be irrotational away from the interface (in what follows
we allow the interface to be a vortex sheet). Under these assumptions, the motion of
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where i = 1, 2; the subscripts x, y, and t mean partial differentiations with respect to
x, y, and t, respectively. The boundary conditions (2.2)-(2.4) represent zero normal
flow (impermeability) at solid walls, the kinematic constraint, and the Bernoulli
equation at the interface derivable by starting from the Euler equations and using the
velocity potentials 0 i , i = 1, 2. These conditions are derived from the Navier-Stokes
model in Appendix A. The pressure difference across the interface is due to surface
tension and is directly proportional to the curvature of S. Note that if the flow is
undisturbed far away, and there is an underlying horizontal velocity 17 ± (t) in each
layer, then an appropriate function of t must be added to (2.4). This is removed when
(2.4) is differentiated with respect to x; the underlying flow is important, however,
because it provides linear instability through the Kelvin-Helmholtz mechanism, and
ill-posedness of the nonlinear problem, at least in the absence of surface tension.
The pressure difference across the interface balances surface tension forces by
the normal stress condition, giving the pressure jump
16
where oo  is the surface tension coefficient.
Assuming 1 to be a typical horizontal length scale (e.g., a wavelength), and c o
to be a typical velocity (e.g., a wavespeed given by linear theory if the waves are
dispersive, or a typical underlying velocity in the case of Kelvin-Helmholtz flow), the
problem is made dimensionless by introducing the following variables (superscripts
* denote dimensionless quantities and are subsequently dropped from the resulting
equations):
are a shallowness parameter, density ratio, Froude number and a surface tension
parameter. The right-hand side of (2.10) is the contribution to the pressure jump
across the interface due to surface tension. The Froude number F measures the
importance of inertial forces to gravitational forces, whereas the surface tension
parameter (3- is proportional to the ratio of surface tension to inertial forces. Note that
17
is inversely proportional to the Weber number We, and is large when surface tension
is large. The Weber number measures the importance of inertial forces relative to the
dispersive forces of surface tension forces.
In what follows, canonical equations are derived in the limit E 0 with both
gravity and surface tension retained. In the long-wave analysis, the curvature of the
interface is small relative to its amplitude, and in order to allow for surface tension
effects to enter and compete with gravity, the distinguished limit,
where the potential functions and their derivatives in equations (2.20) and (2.21) are
For each j the problem is a linear boundary
value one, which has a solution (unique up to a constant) if and only if the following
compatibility condition is satisfied (see [76] for a situation involving elliptic operators
on the left):
The above conditions assume (without loss of generality) periodic solutions with
period one in the l-direction. The leading order problem can be easily solved to give
solutions that are independent of y
At the next order j 1, the kinematic condition (2.18) together with solutions
(2.24) gives
where the function x(t) is a result of the x integration. The value of x(t) can be found
by considering the unperturbed flow at large Ill. Assuming that far away the interface
is flat, gives SO ) (+ooh, t) = 0; Dx is the average of the undisturbed fluid velocities in
the two layers and if the fluids are at rest far away, it follows that x(t) = 0. The
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general case has Dx 0 and thus x ,-,--._ x(t). The case x = const. corresponds to
uniform inviscid streams while any time oscillatory far fields, for example, give rise
to a time dependence. Substitution of (2.32) into (2.31) eliminates (1) and yields the
equation
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(W - aSW) t - (aS2 W2 - 2SW2 + aw2 )x = --Fa s. - P's...• 	 (2.37)
In what follows, then, we study equations (2.36) and (2.37).	 When a is
positive/negative the heavier fluid is on the bottom/top; the latter case introduces
a Rayleigh-Taylor instability into the problem. The case a = 0 is that of density
matched fluids. The system (2.36), (2.37) contains various physical mechanisms of
interest including a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and its modification due to surface
tension and/or gravity.
The case a = 1 that corresponds to the upper fluid having zero density (p 1 = 0
p = 0 a = 1) is particularly interesting because it yields closed form solitary
waves (see Section 2.5). Setting a = 1 in (2.37) and defining a new dependent variable
by A = (1 — S)W , casts the system (2.36), (2.37) into the simpler form
St — 2 (U(1 + S)) x = 0,	 At — (A2)
x 	
1
= —S — uSxxx•F x
(2.38)
In view of the fact that explicit solitary waves exist, it would be interesting to study
the system (2.38) for complete integrability.
2.3 Integral Invariants of the Motion
There exists several integral properties of the flow which remain invariant with time
whatever is the motion of the interface S. These quantities can be monitored in a
computational solution of equations (2.36) and (2.37) as a check on its accuracy.
The following integrals, corresponding to mass, total circulation and energy, are
conserved quantities of the system
lib = f Sal, 12 = f (W — ceSW)ax, 	 (2.39)
Z3=	
1
f 2W2(1  — aS)(1 — S 2 ) 	 a 	 (1 — S2 ) + 2 ,52 ] alb
.4F	 4 x
(2.40)
The energy integral is derived by starting from the exact energy of the system and
applying the perturbation scheme of Section 2.2. It is easy to check a posteriori that
equation (2.34) follows from Z3 . The details of the derivation follow next.
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2.3.1 Conservation of Mass
Considerations of overall mass conservation show that the mass per wavelength
remains invariant. We use the dimensional notation of Section 2.1. At time t, consider
two strips C2 1 and Q2 of the upper and lower fluids, respectively, each of l-dimension
equal to one wavelength l and of average y-dimension h as shown in Figure 2.2.
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across the interface or the vortex sheet strength. Therefore, the conserved quantity
in (2.41) is the total amount of circulation of vorticity or the circulation of the vortex
sheet in one periodic cell. The total circulation may be obtained by changing from the
double integral in (2.42) to the line integral along the interface using Green's theorem.
Due to the long wave approximation used to derive our modeling equations,
in the dimensional variables, where s is the arc length, that justifies the physical
meaning of the constant of motion 12 . The total circulation is conserved since we
assumed flows to be irrotational.
2.3.3 Conservation of Energy
Strictly speaking, the total energy for two-dimensional stratified flow is infinite.
However, the perturbation energy of the disturbed flow away for a steady-state
value, evaluated over one spatial period of the flow, is finite and conserved [6]. The
dimensional notation of Section 2.1 is used to obtain the total energy of the system at
a given time. The energy of the motion has three components, namely (i) the kinetic
energy, (ii) the potential energy, and (iii) the interfacial surface energy associated
with work done against surface tension in deforming the interface S. The datum
line for potential and interfacial surface energy is taken at y = 0. Without loss of
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generality we assume the flow to be periodic with period 1. Then the total energy per
unit width of the channel and in a single periodic cell is
E
l 	 rib fah,
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The non-dimensionalization (2.6) in (2.43) (where we subsequently drop the
superscript *) yields
1p
E= 1p f l f l ((.01x) 2 + — (01 ) 2 )alaY + 1 1 1 is ((02 x ) 2 + i(0202)alaY2	 13 a 	 E2 	 Y 	 2 o -1	 E(3-
+ 1- (1 - 1) f 
1 	 f l
(1- S2 )al + 	 (1+ E 2 SD 1 I 2al. 	 (2.44)4F 	 o 	 2E o
Equation (2.44) is exact since it is the result of a change of variables alone. The long
wave approximation of interest is achieved through the ansatz (2.14), (2.15) and the
corresponding leading order solutions (2.24). This yields the functional
E= -1 p14 f l ( oD ix ) 2alay + -1 11 is (4)2x ) 2alay
2 o s 	 2 o -1
+ 1 4F(1 - 1) 1 
1
 (1 - S2 )al + —(3- (1+ -1 62 f l Sx2 al) . 	 (2.45)
o	 2s	 2	 o
It follows from (2.45) that strong surface tension of order E -1 is required to compete
with inertial and gravity terms, an observation already established in Section 2.1.




E0 = f (-W2 (1- aS)(1- S2) 4F(1- S2 ) + 2-S2 ) alb,
o	 4
(2.46)
where E0 is a constant since energy is conserved at each level of the expansion.
The expression (2.46) is a conserved quantity for the system. Finally we show
that this is consistent with the governing equations (2.36) and (2.37). Differentiation
of (2.46) with respect to t and elimination of St and Wt from (2.36), (2.37) yields
fa a
o -, (w(1— S2 )W2 (c - 2S + ceS2 ) + —Fa WS(1 - S2 )
- 7 {TV(1 - S2 )Sxx - Sx [(1 - S2)Sxx }) ax =0.	 (2.47)
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Clearly the integral is zero since the integrand is a derivative and consistency with
the evolution equations is verified.
2.4 Linear Stability Properties of the Evolution Equations
Consider next the evolution of infinitesimal wavy disturbances at the interface
where Woe measures the strength of the underlying vortex sheet flow. Using the
method of normal modes, we assume that an arbitrary disturbance is proportional to
Instability occurs when the real part of w is positive. Surface tension stabilizes short-
wave disturbances in a dispersive manner while in its absence, and for a 1 (i.e.,
when an upper layer is present), the nonlinear problem is ill-posed and is expected
to encounter a finite-time singularity. For unbounded vortex sheets this has been
analyzed by Moore [67, 69] (see also Caflisch and Orellana [15, 16]), and singularity
formation was studied numerically by Krasny [53]. We will address the singularity
formation problem in Section 2.7 but now we consider the construction of "exact"
traveling wave solutions. Guided by the evolution of vortex sheets, we expect that
the class of solutions found may emerge from the initial value problem as long as
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the dispersion relation (2.49) gives neutrally stable waves or waves with only a small
number of active modes. This can be quantified by a stability analysis of the nonlinear
traveling waves, and is the subject of current work.
The dispersion relation (2.49) admits stable short waves even in the absence of
This balance between Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability and stable density stratification is a result of the long wave shallow-water
type approximation used to derive the nonlinear system; in fact, the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability dominates at short waves giving growth rates of order k as opposed to the
order 10/2 that emerge from Rayleigh-Taylor stability or instability (see for example
Drazin and Reid [30], p.144).
This apparent discrepancy can be explained by noting that the result (2.49) is
the leading order in E growth rate of the exact linear dispersion relation. This can be
found in a routine way starting from (2.7)-(2.9), (2.13), looking for normal modes as
above and solving in a channel of dimensionless thickness of 2. The result is
The relation (2.50) is exact for channels and the limit E -+ 0 recovers the relation
(2.49) above once the term containing V, is removed by a Galilean transformation.
We can conclude, therefore, that the short-wave spectrum of the long-wave nonlinear
equations gives a more stable behavior than that of the full spectrum. This could be
important for solutions that violate the long wave approximation (e.g., infinite slope
singularities), but our concern is with waves having sufficiently high surface tension
that the flow is either linearly neutrally stable or only has a few unstable modes.



























Figure 2.3 Stability diagram 	 dependence of critical wavenumber M, on surface
tension coefficient 'y: Woe = 1, a = 0.5, F = 1 and	 = 0.2, 72 = 1, 	 = 2.
According to (2.49) all waves with wavenumbers larger than
Mc [214q (1 — a2) — al 11/2
are linearly neutrally stable. The value M, is called a critical wavenumbers. Dependence
of the growth rate Re w on wavenumber M is presented in Figure 2.3 for representative
values Woe = 1, a = 0.5, 7 1 = 0.2, 'Y2 = 1, 73 = 2 and F = 1. As can be seen from this
graph, as the surface coefficient 7 becomes bigger, the critical wave number M, gets
smaller, therefore the number of linearly unstable modes decreases when 7 increases.
It is also of interest to consider spatially periodic disturbances of finite length
2L, say. It is easy to show that the system is linearly neutrally stable for any
> K2L7r2  (2W(1 — a 2 ) — Fa )] .
The number of linearly unstable modes, M, say, is given by




where mod means the integral part of a number. This result is used later in our
discussion of nonlinear waves.
In the absence of surface tension, we have linear neutral stability as long as
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Note that in the absence of surface tension and Kelvin-Helmholtz instability,
i.e. 'y --+ 0 and Wo 0, inequality (2.53) reduces to 0 < W < 1, which is the
classical stability criterion for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability mode. Indeed, denoting
E = 16W(' j F2 < 1 for small Wo , we can rewrite (2.53) as
i 	 1 \ 1 / 2
1 + -67i) — -




(1 + 1 E2 + 0(E4)) -
1 = 0 (6) .
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In the absence of surface tension, the range of the Atwood ratio 0 < W < 1, i.e., when
the lighter fluid is above the heavier one, p i < p2 , is called the gravitationally stable
regime or regime with a gravitationally stable stratification.
2.5 Nonlinear Traveling Waves
This section is devoted to the construction of traveling-wave solutions to the system
(2.36) and (2.37). Numerical results are presented in Section 2.6. Gravity and
interfacial tension effects are taken to be of equal importance and solutions are sought
in a Galilean steady moving frame of reference which has speed c. The transformation
S = S(e), W = W(e), e = x — ct
reduces the system (2.36), (2.37) to the ordinary differential equations that govern
the shape and vortex sheet strength of the traveling wave:
—cS' + 2(S2 W)' = 2W',	 (2.54)
—c(W — aSW)' — (aS2 W2 — 2SW 2 + WW2 )' = -1--,W S' — 7S"', 	 (2.55)
with ' denoting differentiation with respect to e. Integration of (2.54), (2.55) yields
1A+cS
W =
2 1 — S2 '
(2.56)
— c(W — WSW) — aS2 W2 + 2SW 2 — WW2  = --FEW S — 7S" + B, 	 (2.57)
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where A and B are constants of integration. Next, multiplication of (2.57) by S',
elimination of W from (2.56) and integration gives the following equation for S (see
Appendix B for details):
where D is another constant of integration. We are interested in the range —1 <
S (e) < 1. It is found that for a wide range of parameters, two roots of (S') 2 = 0 in
—1 < S < 1 can exist. These values define the wave maximum and minimum and
solutions easily follow by quadrature. Obviously, no traveling waves exist if (S') 2 < 0
2.5.1 Solitary Waves
We look for solitary waves by setting S and its derivatives equal to zero at infinity.
This implies that -4 is equal to the undisturbed vortex sheet strength at infinity.
In addition, a double root of (S') 2 = 0 is at S = 0 (this local double root behavior
requires S to tend to zero as 11 tends to infinity), and the construction is complete
if another root exists in (-1, 1). For solitary waves the constants B and D can be
expressed in terms of A and c by,
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W < 0. Physically, this says that the model does not admit solitary waves if the
densities are equal or if a heavier fluid lies above a lighter one. This is expected due
to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
In what follows, then, we consider W > 0 and re-write (2.60) as
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canonical diagram in Figure 2.4 (ii), that it is impossible to connect either of the roots
Si , S2 with the homoclinic point S = 0, without traversing a region where S < 0 -
this means that no real solitary waves exist in such instances.
Figure 2.4 Schematic of the four canonical cases for solitary waves.
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A necessary condition for solitary waves to exist is for q and W to lie in either
of regions 1 and 2 of Figure 2.5. The roots (2.64) in region 1 are
36
Having established the existence of solitary waves for A = 0, we can construct
solutions for A 0 by continuation methods. For asymptotically small values of A
the solitary wave amplitudes and speeds change by order IA in a regular perturbation
manner. We do not give details of such a calculation but instead use such results to
guide the construction of waves numerically.
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Some Exact Solutions for W = 1 - Upper Layer of Zero Density
In certain cases exact solutions can be constructed depending on the wave
amplitude So . With W = 1, (2.63) is a perfect square and it is easily shown that
(2.62) becomes
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Equation (2.75) has three real solutions that can be found explicitly by using Cardan's
method [52]. We choose one of these roots which satisfies conditions limr,i Y = 0,
limr, i Y = -4 The solution is
As before, we can check that
the properties that the solitary wave must satisfy.
Connection with Elliptic Integrals
The differential equation that gives solitary waves is equation (2.62) with (2.63).
As discussed previously we have
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and use of the minus sign of the square
root, constructs the right half of the solitary wave of elevation (translation invariance
is used also to fix the origin at the wave crest); the solution is
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The incomplete elliptic integral of the third kind is central in our solutions. This
is given by (see [14]):
Since W and F are positive, p4 (S) has at most two local maxima and one local
minimum. Depending on the coefficients of p4 (S), two, one or no admissible waves
can be found. Any two successive roots in —1 < S < 1 describe the wave minimum
and wave maximum respectively as long as the p 4 is positive between them. If the
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function is concave between the roots no traveling wave exists since (S') 2 is negative
then.
It is interesting to consider whether the periodic waves can be expressed in terms
of elliptic integrals. Inspection of (2.91) and in particular its square root, indicates
that is they are rational functions of a polynomial and the square root of a sixth
degree polynomial. This is not an elliptic integral. The integrand (2.92) degenerates
to give a quartic under the radical and so elliptic integrals emerge. Comparing with
solutions of the Kortweg-deVries (KdV) equation, for instance, we see that there is an
additional level of complexity for the system studied here, in that the periodic waves of
the KdV which are found in terms of elliptic integrals produce the well-known analytic
sech 2 profiles as the period becomes infinite. In the present case, the periodic waves
are not elliptic integrals but provide elliptic integral representations (albeit implicit)
as the period becomes infinite to yield solitary waves.
In what follows we construct numerical solutions for both periodic and solitary
waves.
2.6 Numerical Construction of Periodic and Solitary Waves
The results presented here were computed by integration of equation (2.58) for waves
of finite periods and (2.60) for solitary waves. The wave profile is symmetric about
some horizontal position which can be taken to be the origin, and it is enough to
calculate the wave shape between trough and crest; a full wave follows by reflection.
For definiteness, the plus sign is taken for S', and it is convenient to use S as the
variable of integration and to compute the corresponding e. Consequently, without
loss of generality, all traveling waves begin or end at e = 0. In the case of finite
periods, for a given set of real constants A, B, c and D the possible values of S which
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satisfy (8 1 ) 2 = 0 are found by Newton-Raphson iteration and the interval defined by
the roots is subdivided into a regular mesh (typically 500 or 1000 points were used
without any change in the solution to within graphical accuracy). The integration
starts from the left-most root, the wave minimum, and is continued to the right-most,
the wave maximum, calculating x at each S. Slight modifications are made in the
solitary wave case since one of the wave extrema is at S = 0.
2.6.1 Periodic Waves
In order to fix things, we choose to study the behavior of the traveling waves as
the Froude number and Atwood ratio vary with other constants held fixed. An
extensive parameter study is not attempted here since the results are expected to be
qualitatively similar. The numerical solutions presented in this sub-section have the
following constants fixed:
The first set of results examines the effect of the Atwood ratio W on interfacial
profiles. The Froude number is fixed at unit value. Figure 2.9 (a) presents a
family of curves in the phase plane for the cases W = 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1 and the
corresponding traveling waves over one complete period, are shown in Figure 2.9 (b).
These results indicate that as the Atwood ratio decreases to smaller positive values,
the wave height (crest to trough) decreases and at the same time the period increases.
As the value of W increases, the effect of the upper fluid becomes less important and
the wave can achieve larger amplitudes and smaller wavelengths for a given speed.
Viscosity is absent from the present model and the reduction of amplitude is due to
a transfer of momentum between the upper and lower fluids.
In the second set of results, the Atwood ratio is fixed at W = 0.5 and the Froude
number F is varied. Figure 2.10 (a) presents phase plane curves for F = 3.0, 0.5,
0.25, 0.05, 0.035 and Figure 2.10 (b) shows profiles of traveling waves obtained for
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numbers larger than 3.0; this was checked numerically by dropping the 1/F term in
(2.58). As indicated by Figure 2.10 (a), the wave amplitude and wavelength increase
as the Froude number decreases; there is very little difference between the waves
corresponding to F = 3.0 and F = 0.5. As the Froude number decreases further
some interesting nonlinear behavior is found. The profile at F = .05, for example,
has four inflexion points as opposed to that at F = .25 which has two. This feature
carries through to lower values of F also. The amplitude of the wave also increases
with decreasing Froude number and at the smallest value of F = 0.01 reported here,
the wave almost touches the upper and lower channel walls (See Figure 2.11 for this
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situation). Another interesting feature is that the wavelength of the periodic waves
increases as F decreases; for F = 0.05 the wavelength is approximately 1.47. A
further decrease in F below 0.05 yields traveling waves with increasing wavelengths,
see Figures 2.14 (a) and (b).
We also observe that for values 0.035 < F < 3.0, the phase plane curves have
only two simple roots points of intersection with x-axis. This corresponds to having
only one traveling wave with positive amplitude for each value of F. As was mentioned
above, phase curves for values F > 0.25 have only two points of inflexion. When F
decreases, the left part of the phase curve, that it below x-axis, changes so that it
has concave regions also (See Figure 2.10 (a)) which corresponds to the appearance
of four points of inflexion instead of two. On the other hand, as F decreases, this left
part of the phase curve approaches the l-axis and at the critical value F = 0.0323627
touches it as seen in Figure 2.12 (a). This double root will not produce any additional
traveling wave. We still have one positive traveling wave shown in Figure 2.12 (b) and
one "degenerate" wave corresponding to this double root. As F decreases further,
the left part of the phase plane curve grows as well, i.e., the local max in Figure
2.13 moves above the horizontal axis giving two more points of intersection with the
l-axis. Phase plane curves for representative waves for F = 0.02, 0.018 and 0.0169
are shown in Figure 2.13 (a). The amplified area where new roots appear is presented
in Figure 2.13 (b). This left pair of roots gives rise to another traveling wave with
negative amplitude. Therefore, for values of the Froude number below the critical
one, i.e., F < 0.0323627, two traveling waves exist   one of elevation and one of
depression. Traveling waves corresponding to the above values of F are depicted
in Figure 2.14 (a) waves with positive amplitude and (b) with negative amplitude.
Notice that at still lower values of F, the distance between the two middle roots
decreases (see Figure 2.13 (b)) and at some value of F between 0.0169 and 0.01 these
roots coincide. This corresponds to merging of negative and positive traveling waves
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into one and we obtain what we term "combined" traveling waves as depicted in the
representative case when F = 0.01 of Figure 2.11 (b)). Figure 2.13 gives details of
the merging. .
2.6.2 Representative Solitary Waves
Equation (2.60) can be readily integrated. Profiles are taken to be symmetric about
the origin and it is enough to calculate the shape between trough and crest. For
definiteness the plus sign is taken for S', and it is convenient to use S as the variable
of integration and to compute the corresponding e. Consequently, all waves begin or
end at e = 0. Solutions are obtained by quadrature by finding the e corresponding to
z17
the appropriate value of S. The asymptotic result (2.66) provides evidence regarding
the existence of two solitary waves of equal speeds but different amplitudes. One
wave has positive amplitude (this is a wave of elevation) while the other has negative
amplitude (a wave of depression). It is easy to obtain values of A and c which produce
a set of elevation and depression waves and in what follows we present solutions for
the representative case
The main question we address is the dependence of the solitary wave shape on the
physical parameters F and W.
Figure 2.15 Phase plane curves for solitary wave case: F = 1, W varies.
Figure 2.15 is a graph of the right-hand side of equation (2.62), (2.63) for a fixed
Froude number F = 1.0 and different Atwood ratios ranging from 0.9 to 0.3. A set of
elevation and depression solitary waves exist for W = 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5. Note that
the wave amplitudes decrease with W as does the maximum wave slope. A transition
occurs between G = 0.5 and W = 0.45 when the left root coincides with the origin
and the left solitary wave disappears. For W = 0.45 only an elevation wave is present.
The last curve in Figure 2.15 has W = 0.3 and does not support any traveling waves
since S < 0 for all S. Representative solitary waves are shown in Figures 2.16 (a)
and (b) for a range of W. For the choice of parameters (2.94) the amplitudes increase
as the Atwood ratio increases towards unity.
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with the following picture emerging. At the smallest value
of F = 0.05 depicted, elevation and depression solitary waves coexist which almost
touch the lower and upper walls, respectively. As the Froude number increases, the
amplitudes of the left and right waves move away from the walls (See Figure 2.18
(a), (b) for left and right waves, respectively). This trend persists to higher values of
F > 1, until a smooth transition at a value of F between 1.09 and 1.1 when the left
wave disappears. In Figure 2.19 we follow the development of the interfacial traveling
waves at still higher values of the Froude number. For F = 1.125 and 1.15, right
waves are still present. At higher values of F only trivial solutions are possible - this
is seen in Figure 2.19 with the phase-plane curve moving below the S = 0 axis and
so precluding a right wave. The last curve has F = 1.25 and is completely below the
axis. so now waves are possible.
2.7 Formation of an Infinite-Slope Singularities after a Finite Time in
the Absence of Surface Tension and the Atwood Ratio W = 0
The case when the Atwood ratio W = 0 corresponds to the homogeneous layer of fluid,
i.e., when both fluids have the same density. In the absence of surface tension, the
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where E > 0 is the amplitude of an initial perturbation. The parity of solutions S
and W for t > 0 remains the same as that for the initial conditions (2.97). This
choice is not necessary either for theoretical or computational analysis but makes the
presentation clearer.
Changing to t' = 2t and then dropping prime ' in t removes the coefficient 2
from the second terms of the above equations, i.e.
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eigenvalues A are complex and the system under consideration is elliptic. Since our
nonlinear 2 x 2 system of conservation laws (2.100) is not hyperbolic, we cannot apply
directly the theory of singularity formation developed by Lax [56]. If we extend the
dependent and independent variables into the complex plane in such a way that the
resulting system is a system of hyperbolic equations and then solve this system, at
least implicitly, by the method of characteristics and Riemann invariants, then we
obtain evidence of singularity formation for the system (2.100). We will investigate
whether characteristics (or families of characteristics) cross on the real axis. This
would imply, then, that a singularity is encountered by the physical solution on the
real axis. These ideas were originated and successfully applied by Moore [67, 69] when
he studied the singularity formation in vortex sheets. Here we adapt Moore's analysis
to the present problem. We also use analytical results by Caflisch and Orellana [15, 16]
who also studied vortex sheet singularities. The method presented here follows the
ideas developed by Papageorgiou and Orellana in [71] where they studied analytically
and numerically the cylindrical jet breakup using 2 x 2 system of conservation laws in
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the complex plane. The material presented here also uses information from a private
communication with Dr. Orellana.
We proceed, then, by analytically extending S and W into the complex plane
through the change of variables
so that the independent variables t and z, as well as the dependent variables W(z, t)
and W(z, t) are real. Such a complexification now yields a hyperbolic system in the
new variables which we analyze next.
The Riemann invariants are the functionals of rib and W, which are constant on the
characteristics corresponding to the two distinct eigenvalues. To construct them, as
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described in the paper by Lax [56], we need first to find the left eigenvectors. The
left eigenvectors corresponding to A+ and A - , respectively, are
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Performing the above procedure with equation (2.108), we get the second Riemann
invariant
The superscripts + and — are used to denote the characteristics z+ and z- ,
respectively, due to their correspondence to the eigenvalues A+ and A - . We can
convince ourselves that the functionals r(77, W) and s(n, W) are indeed the Riemann
invariants. For that purpose, we have to check whether they are consistent with the
evolution equations (2.102) and (2.103).
Since the functionals r(i, W) and s(n, W) are constant along the respective
characteristics, we have
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equation (2.110) from equation (2.109) and then multiply the resulting equation by
W/2, we will get equation (2.103). Thus, the consistency of the Riemann invariants
with the system of conservation laws (2.102) and (2.103) is shown.
2.7.1 Asymptotic Calculation of Characteristics
The Riemann invariants r (rib , W) and s (rib , W) are not constant in time and considering
the initial conditions (2.105), (2.106), we observe that the system is strictly nonlinear.
Therefore, there is a possibility of singularity formation as we show next.
We assume that the initial perturbation is small, i.e., E << 1. Denote by (zip, 0)
an initial point in the (z, t) plane. Using the smallness of parameter 6, we approximate
two characteristics emanating from the initial point, correct to order 6 2 .
Initial conditions (2.105), (2.106) at the initial point (zi , 0) are
First we approximate the characteristics near the initial point (z i , 0). Then with
the leading order expressions of characteristics we can find values of the Riemann
invariants r (rib , W) and seq, W). After that, we will be able to find approximations
to solutions n and W. Once we have them, we can get higher corrections for
characteristics.
where we used the smallness of the parameter E. Therefore,
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Since for any z in the plane (z, t) there exists a characteristic z+ passing through the
point z, we can use z instead of z+ in the above equation, i.e.,
that upon integration with respect to t and use of the initial condition z+I t=0 = z ip
gives
Then the Riemann invariant sin, W) may be written as
where again we can replace z- with z since for any z in the plane, there exists a
characteristic z - passing through z. Hence we may write
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Since ln(n + -072 + 1) = sinh 1], we can write
rib = sinh {-; [ez+1 ___ e-(z-t)] + 0(E2)}




E [ez-kt ___ e-(z-0] + 0(E2) .
' 
Subtraction of equation (2.121) from (2.118) yields
In W = - [e-(z -t) + ez+t + 0(E 2 )
or
E
W = exp {--
2
 re-(z -t) + ez+1] + 0(E 2 )}
L
and to the leading order
E
W = 1 - -
2 
[e-(z -t) + ez+1] + 0(E 2 ).
Now as we have expressions for 77 and W, we can update the characteristics z+ and
z- .
az+ E= [1 — 	 e---(z—t) + ez+1} + 0(E2)] . {1 + E {ez+t _ e—(z—t)} + 0(E 2)] .
at 	 2 1
Hence
az	 = 1 + e l ez-kt _ _3 e-(z-o} + 0(E2).
at 	 2 	 2
But on the characteristic z+, we can express z in terms of z ip using relation (2.115)
and write
az+E
	 = 1 + EH
 
exp {2t + zip + Et (-
1 
ez0 —
3 e-z0 + 0(E2 )}
at 	 2 	 2 	 2
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Proof. Indeed, if we change zip to —zip into characteristic z- written in (2.123),
we obtain the following
The symmetry established in Proposition 1 allows one to consider crossing of
the z+ characteristics alone since critical times, i.e., times of the shock formation,
given by crossings of z - characteristics are identical.
Let us introduce the following notations (they play a similar role in the paper
by Papageorgiou and Orellana [71D.
2.7.2 Crossing of Any z+ Characteristics and Minimal Time when This
Happens
Consider two initial points (W l , 0) and (W 2 , 0) in the (z, t) plane where without loss of
generality we assume W 1 > W2 . We allow two z+ characteristics to cross and we would
like to find the minimum possible time when this happens. The z+ characteristics
emanating from these points cross after a time, correct to 0(E 2 ), that may be found
from the following equation
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Denote by t, the minimum possible time over pairs (a l , a2 ). Equation (2.127) may
be regarded as the equation for the function t = t(ai , a2 ). The necessary condition
of an extremum for the function t(a i , a2 ) is that its partial derivatives
have to be zero. Differentiate equation (2.127) with respect to a l first to get
Similarly, if we differentiate equation (2.127) with respect to a 2 and then set a to
be zero in the resulting equation, we get an equation exactly the same as (2.129) but
with a2 , i.e.
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Note that the expression under the square root sign is less than one for all t > 0,
therefore, the right-hand side is negative for both roots eal,2 for all t > 0. Hence, there
are no real solutions which implies in turn that z+ characteristics emanating from
different initial points do not cross. However, we can show that at least to order E 2
these characteristics may become tangent after some time. Two characteristics z+ are
tangent when a,,oz = 0 which gives the equation of an envelope of the one parameter
family of characteristics z+. This envelope is the curve along which singularities
propagate.
2.7.3 Envelopes of Characteristics
As was mentioned in the previous subsection, the equation of the envelope of the
characteristics is az = 0. Differentiating equation (2.125) with respect to z ip, we getLazo
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same as in (2.133).
2.7.4 Comparison of Singular Times between Theory and Numerics
The theory presented in the previous subsection can be used to estimate singular times
once E is given. In what follows we compare singular times obtained by numerical
solution of the evolution equations (2.98), (2.99) and analytical prediction of the
singular time given in (2.133). The numerical method described in Subsection 2.8.1
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was used to obtain solutions of the governing equations. Computations were stopped
when the maximum value of Ex or Ex  reached a value of 10. The time when this
happens is defined to be the critical time (or the singular time) tea. Solutions were
obtained for representative values of E in the range 0.0001 < E < 0.1. As the numerical
experiments show, the solution appears to develop an infinite-slope singularity both in
the interface E and vortex sheet strength E. As opposed to the Subsection 2.8.2 where
a relatively large initial perturbation c = 0.3 was used and the vortex sheet strength
E had the slope growing faster then the slope in the interface E, for smaller values
of E < 0.1, the function E develops the singularity faster than E. The experiment
shows that a fixed time-step M = 10 -5 and n = 512 points were enough to produce
numerical solutions, at least with graphical accuracy (in the next section we will need
to use up to n = 4096 points as well as adjustable decreasing time step in order to
achieve the maximum slopes in Ex or Ex being set to 50).
The evidence of the finite-time singularities may also be obtained by numerical
evaluation of the analytical prediction of the critical times from (2.133). In Figure
2.20 we compare the critical times obtained by numerical solution of the evolution
equations (2.98), (2.99) as was described above (solid line) and critical times
calculated by using (2.133) (open circles). We plot critical times, Mc, versus initial
amplitude E. As it can be seen, the agreement is not very good, but the analytical
prediction shows only the leading order behavior of t, as the initial perturbation E
tends to 0.
In the paper by Papageorgiou and Orellana [71], the correction to the singular
time M, of the order ln(ln 1 ) is given. Even though, the problem of cylindrical
jet breakup studied in that article is different, we observe some similarity with
our problem in the system of conservation laws and analytical construction of the
characteristics. In addition, when we obtained the leading order estimate of the
critical time tc, we ignored terms of order In Mc. This suggests that we also have in
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Figure 2.20 Comparison of singular times between theory and numerics.
our problem a correction term A . ln(ln -!-) where A is a constant. We empirically
determine A = 1.2 as described below. Of course, more strict theoretical analysis is
needed to justify such a correction term, but we are going to find this constant A by
numerically fitting the difference between the numerical and analytical critical times
presented on Figure 2.20.
Figure 2.21 contains the graph of the difference of the numerical critical times
and analytical ones divided by ln(ln -1,-) versus E. As it is seen from the graph, we can
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The latter choice produces the better correction term in tc .
Therefore, the estimation for the critical time is
Figure 2.22 Comparison of singular times between corrected theoretical estimate
and numerics.
Remark. For the case of a	 0, i.e., when we have two immiscible fluids of
different densities, the system of governing equations has regions where it is elliptic
and where it is hyperbolic depending on values of the interface E and vortex sheet
strength E. It would be possible to start from the initial condition of one type,
let us say, elliptic, and then with time evolution to get a solution of the other type,
hyperbolic. However, if the initial perturbation is small enough, following Lax' theory,
[56] the solution will preserve its type with time. The analysis of this case is the
subject of future work.
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2.8 Numerical Solution of Evolution Equations
2.8.1 Numerical Method
In this section we solve the initial value problem (2.36) and (2.37) numerically. It
follows from the linear stability results of Section 2.4 that the regularization of the
system at high wavenumbers can at best be dispersive and is provided by surface
tension. Physically this arises from the conservative nature of the governing equations
We choose to solve (2.36), (2.37) subject to periodic boundary conditions
A pseudo-spectral scheme with time integration performed in Fourier space is used.
This scheme is based on the ideas of Fornberg and Whitham (1978) [32] developed for
the KdV equation. In view of the third derivative term in (2.37), a rough accuracy
where at is the time step. Such a criterion is quite severe in
view of the fact that twenty fast fourier transforms (FFT's) per time-step are needed
for a four level scheme, for example.
Using E and E as dependent variables in (2.36) and (2.37) implies that equation
(2.37) will have the term with Exxx , the highest derivative of E, present nonlinearly.
We introduce a new dependent variable
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The case of equal densities (a = 0) can be implemented efficiently by the split
time-step scheme since in this case it is possible to split the linear and nonlinear
operators and treat them separately.
We use a pseudo-spectral scheme (see also Fornberg and Whitham (1978) [32],
Papageorgiou and Smith (1988) [72]). Time marching is done by a fourth order
Runge-Kutta method.
Computational accuracy is checked throughout the evolution by monitoring
the three conserved quantities we found. These are the total energy of the system,
equation (2.46), and the integrals
which follow directly from (2.36), (2.37). For the computations reported here the
error in the constancy of these quantities was of the order of machine precision (double
precision is used throughout). If the accuracy criteria associated with the dispersive
regularization of the equations are violated, however, the conserved quantities drift
slightly and the error builds up as time increases. The conclusion after many
numerical experiments is that 512 modes at early times and then up to 2048 or
even 4096 modes at later times close to the time of any singularities, and provide an
optimal spatial discretization in view of the time-step restrictions, and for the values
of the surface tension coefficient studied here.
2.8.2 Computational Results
The initial conditions used are
with the corresponding initial value of Q(t, l). Here a, la 1 < 1, is the amplitude of
the perturbation, Ai  is initial vortex sheet strength and the range of x is (0, 27).
These conditions represent a sinusoidal initial perturbation to a flat vortex sheet of
strength Ai.
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Numerical solutions presented in this subsection have the following parameters
The value a = 0 models the situation of both fluids having the same density. The
following set of results examines the effect of the surface tension 7 on the interfacial
evolution and corresponding vortex sheet strength.
The initial condition for the interface is an odd function of x whereas that for
the vortex sheet strength is even. On the graphs, the symmetry is about x = 71.
Equations preserve this symmetry during the course of evolution. The parity of
numerical solutions is preserved as well.
Calculations were run until the maximum of the absolute values of Sx  and Ex
reached a preset value of 50. It is found numerically (see below) that a finite-time
singularity is encountered. The time of the singularity is denoted by Mc . It is observed
that the Ex  (the derivative of the vortex sheet strength) is more singular than Sx  as
- for the initial perturbation of amplitude a = 0.3 reported here.
The results presented in this section have some similarity with those obtained
by Siegel [84] where the author studied singularity formation in the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability with surface tension.
The initial condition for the vortex sheet strength has a single local
maximum at x = 71. As time evolves the slope of the vortex sheet in the vicinity of
this maximum point grows (the value of the maximum remains bounded) developing
a cusp singularity at the critical time tc . The vortex sheet strength at x = it at the
critical time is 2.5. The interface exhibits bounded growth with time and develops
an infinite slope at the critical time; the amplitude remains bounded and does not
exceed a value of 0.45. The final computed time is M f = 0.206991735.
The case of zero surface tension corresponds to M ooh where M is cut-off
number from the linearized theory investigated in Section 2.4.
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Theoretical analysis of the case with zero surface tension by using Riemann
invariants is done in Section 2.7. It is shown there that characteristics cross and
reach the real axis in finite time thus forming a singularity of the physical solution.
The slope of the interface is infinite at the critical time but its amplitude remains
finite and less then 1.
As surface tension assumes non-zero values, the situation changes. For some
range of parameters 7 we observe the finite time singularity formation. This range of
7 corresponds to that when the system has at least one unstable mode that will grow
to form the singularity. See Section 2.4 and stability diagram 2.3 for more details.
Case 7 = 0.01. The interface at the time close to critical forms two symmetric
corners located near the point of symmetry x = 7r. The amplitude does not exceed
.45. The vortex sheet strength curve narrows down around x = it but does not form
a cusp at this point. It still has one single local maximum. This value is 2.4 which is
slightly smaller than for 7 = 0.0. The final computed time is tf = 0.22.
The number of linearly unstable modes M, can be calculated using formula (2.51).
For 7 = 0.01, this number is M = 28.
Case 7 = 0.1. The two humps (a local maximum to the left of x = it and local
minimum to the right) on the interface that were observed for the previous case grow
faster. As 7 increases, they are more pronounced at times closer to t = tea. The
support of these humps is wider than for smaller value of 7. At later times the slope
of the interface connecting these humps gets bigger. The interfacial amplitude at the
final time reaches the value 0.8. The main difference for the vortex sheet is that now
it has two local maxima formed. Comparing with the previous case when 7 = 0.01
where we observed only one local maximum, for the case of 7 = 0.1 shows that at the
previous value of the surface tension, the support for the local maximum broadens as
y increases and splits to give two local maxima. The vortex sheet strength reaches
the value 3.8 at the final computed time, t1 = 0.26926337.
The critical wave number is k, = 8. Decreasing the critical wave number kc ,
we decrease the number of unstable modes, and as a consequence, the singularity
formation delays.
Interface grows and reached the value 0.95 which is close to 1
that is close to the walls. The distance between two vorticity maxima increases and
corners are wider than in the previous case. They affect almost the whole solution.
The distance between vorticity maxima is about 1.2. Not only the distance with
vortex sheet strength increases, these peaks themselves become wider. The final time
is tj = 0.669217999. In this case, we have only one linearly unstable mode since
Men = 1 for 7 = 3.0.
For values of 7 from 0.1 to 5.0, the vortex sheet strength curve first becomes
dimple shaped. Then the lobes where vorticity has a maximum, narrow down and
grow with the slope growing as well. As 7 increases, lobes get higher values and the
distance between these peaks increases as well. The slope of the vortex sheet strength
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at the final time reaches the final preset tolerance and the solution has a cusp type
shape. As 7 increases but stays within the regime of unstable modes, the singularity
forms later in time.
In all cases, the value of E remains bounded.
In this case there are no unstable modes, so the solution for
both interface and vortex sheet strength just oscillate with time. The representative
numerical solutions are constructed for final time tj = 5.0.
CHAPTER 3
THREE-DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR WATER WAVES PROBLEM
In this chapter we generalize the problem of the interfacial evolution of two fluids to
the three-dimensional case.
3.1 Formulation and Derivation of Governing Equations: Layers of
Different Thicknesses
We consider a system of two incompressible, inviscid and immiscible fluids which are
bounded between two parallel infinite plates. Denote the upper and lower fluids by
subscripts 1 and 2, respectively. In dimensional variables, the height of the upper
and lower walls of the channel are h i and h 2 , respectively. The densities are assumed
to be p i and p2. Cartesian coordinates (l, y, z) will be used with the undisturbed
interface at z = 0. At later times, the deformed interface is given by the function
Assuming the flow of each fluid away from the interface to be irrotational,
enables one to introduce the complex potential bi, i = 1, 2, for the upper and lower
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fluids. The evolution equations are the following (see Appendix A for derivation
details).
The approximations and physical assumptions made in deducing evolution
equations become clear once the problem is non-dimensionalized. The long wave
analysis is based on the smallness of the ratio of upper layer channel height h 1
(note that we assume h 1 ti h2 ) to a typical wavelength of the interface. Let 1 be
a typical wavelength and c i a typical wavespeed. Non-dimensional variables with the
superscript * are introduced as follows
The parameters appearing above are the depth ratio D, the upper layer thickness
to wavelength ratio E, the upper to lower fluid density ratio p, the dimensionless
surface tension coefficient & and the Froude number F of the flow based on the
upper layer thickness, the latter being the ratio of the typical speed to the speed of
small-amplitude surface waves in shallow water:
In what follows canonical evolution equations are derived that describe the
dynamics in the asymptotic limit E 0. It is desirable to retain both gravity and
surface tension forces in the canonical equations, which can then be used to analyze
individual limits corresponding to different physical situations. Since the curvature of
the interface is "small" in dimensional terms, it is not surprising to find that strong
surface tension is required to make capillary effects comparable to those of gravity.
From the equations above it is seen that the scaling
is required with o an order one parameter. Multiply both sides of the Bernoulli
equation (3.13) by E2 and use the parameter o as the dimensionless surface tension
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The problem above has the following compatibility conditions
and




Similarly, we deduce that 02 also does not depend on z, and we call this function
() = 4)2(l, Y, M).	 (3.22)
At the next order, we have
or = —A0(1°), s(°) < z < 1, 	 (3.23)
41z)z =-Ag ) , —D < z < S (°) , 	 (3.24)
0 (11)z = 0 on z = 1,	 (3.25)
41z) = 0 on z = —D, 	 (3.26)
Or = —1ST) + Vet ) • VS (°) on z = S (°) , i = 1, 2,	 (3.27)
z	 2
, [or, + wipx))2 + (ory) 2 + Fl sol - [40)t
+ (40))2 + ((4 ) 2 + ; so )] = _ o_ (sax) + Az 
.
(3.28)
12th 0) + V(952 •0) vs(0) = —(s(0) + D)Ag) on z = S (°) (l, y, M)•	 (3.30)
The above conditions may be obtained as follows. Integration of equation (3.23) gives
0 (11)z = — Z/0 (10) + B1 (l, y, M), since A0 (1°) is a function of l, y and M alone. At z = 1,
0 (11z) = 0 from equation (3.25), and so Bill, y, M) = o0(1 °) . Hence 0 (11z) = —(z —1)A0 (1°) .
Similarly we obtain that c;,1)z = —(z + D)Ag ) .
Substitute these expressions for 0 (11)z and 41z) into equations (3.27) for i = 1 and
i = 2, respectively, to obtain
1
2ST) + 0(0)8(0) + 0l )S(°) = —(E(°) — 1)A0(1°) on z = S(°)i x x 	 Y 	 ) (3.31)
A 7
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Introducing the Atwood ratio a = 1=2 and a scaled surface tension coefficient 7 = 'lap	 lap /
we can write equation (3.38) as
(A - of ) t - (a(I) 2x - 2(1.x Ax + aA2x) - (any - 243I yAy + CeAy2) — .W agS =-7AS.(3.39)
Equations (3.36) and (3.37) can be also rewritten in the shorter vector form
1
-St + V - (SV(I - AA = 0, (3.40)
V . (SVA) = AEI). 	 (3.41)
Integrating equation (3.41) gives SVA = V(I - )-(+(t), hence V(I = SVA + -. (M).
The vector x(t) can be found by considering the unperturbed flow at large lx1 and
lye 1. Assuming that far away the interface is flat, gives limx,±00S(x,t)= 0 and
limy,+„„ S(x, y, M) = 0. The components of VI. are the averages of the undisturbed
fluid velocities in the two layers in the l- and y-directions, respectively, and if the
fluids are at rest far away, it follows that x(t) = a. The general case has V(I 6
-
and thus	 .4may be a vector function of t. The case = coast corresponds to a flow
having uniform inviscid stream components in the x- and y-directions, while any time
oscillatory far fields, for example, give rise to a time dependence. Eliminating V(I
from equation (3.40) we obtain
St + 2V • (Sx(t)) + 2V • (S 2 VA) = 2LA.	 (3.42)
Another vector equation is obtained by taking the gradient of (3.39) and eliminating
([ 1 - aS]VA - cat + 2V[(1 - aS)VAil - V ([aS 2 - 2S + a]DA)
- (,VS = -7V(AS).F (3.43)
If )-(# = coast (corresponding to uniform flow at infinity), we can change to the inertial
frame
t	 t
x l-2f x i (Tay =l- exit, y ---> y - 2 f x2 (Tar = y - 2x2t, t -> t
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The system of equations (3.45), (3.48) and (3.49) provides the evolution of the
unknowns S, u and v, the interfacial shape and the velocity jumps across it in the x
and y directions, respectively.
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In terms of the Atwood ratio a defined by a = 1-=2 and the scaled surface imp
tension -y =1-kp equations (3.56), (3.57) are finally written as
At	 1 	{ 2aARAx + Cy) (S2 — 1) + 2S(ASx + CSC)]
c
• 
FSx — 2(AA x + CCx)( — aS2 + 2S — a)
2(A2 + C2)SC(1 — aS2) — SCCC+ SCAB)}
	
(3.58)
vt = 	 1
1 
- aS2{ 2aCRAC + C C )(S2 - 1) +2S(ASx + CSC)]
+ ;SC - 2(AuC + CCC )(-aS2 + 2S - a)
2(A 2 + v2)S(1 aS2) -SCCC ABC )}• 	 (3.59)
From equations (3.58) and (3.59), we observe that terms with highest derivative
of S, i.e. SCCC, SCCC , SCAB, ABC appear with nonlinear coefficients. Such terms can
cause problems in numerical calculations (i.e., time-step restrictions for stability). In
the present problem, the nonlinear coefficients of the highest derivatives of S can be
removed by introducing the new dependent variables A and V defined as follows.
U = (1 — aS)A, V = (1 - aS)A.	 (3.60)
The evolution system (3.55), (3.58) and (3.59) changes to
2 
	[(82 — 1)(aS — 1)(Ux + VC)(1 — aS2
+ (S2 — 2S + a)(SCA + SCE)] ,	 (3.61)
Ate = (1 — 2 aS)A [(a2 — 1)SC(A2 + V2)
+ (aS2 — 2S + a)(1 — aS)(UU + VVx)] + CSC — SCCC + SCAB ), (3.62)
Vt = 	 (1 — 2 aS)A [(a2 — 1)SC(A2 + V2)
+ (aS2 — 2S + a)(1 — aS)(AAC +VVC )]+ Tab SC — SCCC + SABC ) (3.63)
St -=
This form of equations is used in the numerical calculations described in Section 3.5.
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3.2.1 Special Cases: a = 0 and a = 1
We consider some special cases when the Atwood ratio is a = 0 or a = 1. The first
corresponds to the case when both fluids have the same density, whereas the second
it when the upper fluid is absent, i.e. has vanishing density.
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3.2.2 Problem in Polar Coordinates
In this section, we reformulate the system (3.45), (3.48) and (3.49) to polar
coordinates with the aim of considering interfacial waves which are axisymmetric.
Such disturbances could arise, for example, from a localized pressure disturbance at
a point.
Let ur (r,0,t), uo(r,0,t) be components of the velocity vector in the r and 0
directions, respectively. The components u(x, y, t) and v(l, y, t) of velocity in the x
and y directions, respectively, can be written in terms of O ur, ue as follows
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Multiplication of equation (3.74) by cos 0, equation (3.73) by sin 0 and then
subtraction of the resulting equations gives
It follows from the last equation that
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3.3 Linear Stability Analysis
Consider next, the evolution of the infinitesimal wavy disturbances at the interface
according to the model (3.55), (3.58) and (3.59). The undisturbed flow is described
by a flat interface separating two fluids which flow at uniform velocities having
components in the x and y-directions with velocity jumps v on and v on across the
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interface, respectively. This undisturbed flow is a weak solution of the three-
dimensional Euler equations. The appropriate perturbations are
Here S , 71, 76 are constants and AA and vi are components of the constant strength
of the unperturbed vortex sheet in the x and y-directions, respectively, and 6 is the
linearization parameter assumed to be infinitesimally small.
We substitute expressions (3.88) into equations (3.55), (3.58) and(3.59), and
multiply equations (3.58) and (3.59) by 1 — aS. After collecting terms of the order
0(6), we obtain the following linear homogeneous system
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Condition (3.95) implies that flow is unstable for all negative values of a. This case
corresponds to that of a heavier fluid on the top. In addition, the range 0 < W <
W 2 is linearly unstable   surface tension acts to stabilize sufficiently short waves.




The system of the evolution equations (3.61)—(3.63) has the following constants
of motion that corresponds to mass, total circulation in the x- and y-direction,
respectively, and energy
These constants of motion are analogues of the corresponding ones (2.39), (2.40) from
the two-dimensional problem considered in Chapter 2. Since these quantities do not
change during the course of the evolution, they have been used in monitoring the
accuracy during numerical calculations of the evolution equations (3.61)—(3.63).
Derivation of the integrals of motion (3.96), (3.97) is similar to that of their
two-dimensional analogues.
3.4.1 Mass Conservation
We use the dimensional notation of Section 3.1. We assume without loss of generality
that the flow is periodic with period / in the l- and y-directions. The total mass
contained in one periodic cell is
Changing to dimensionless variables by using (3.7) and then subsequently dropping
the superscript *, we obtain
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as desired. The quantities 12 and 13 are long wave analogues of the total circulation
in the x- and y-directions, respectively, as can be shown in a similar fashion as in
Section 2.3.2. Total circulation appears to be conserved due to the assumption that
the flows are irrotational.
3.4.3 Energy Conservation
The derivation of the energy integral is similar to the corresponding one for the
two-dimensional case. The dimensional notation of Section 3.1 is used to obtain the
total energy of the system at any time. The total energy has contributions from (i)
kinetic energy, (ii) potential energy due to density differences, (iii) interfacial energy
due to surface tension. Without loss of generality we take the flow to be periodic with
period / in the x- and y-directions. Then the total energy in a single square periodic
cell is
Expanding functions q5 1 , 02 and S into power series in E 2 as was done in (3.16)
and using the solutions (3.21) and (3.22) of the leading order problem, we obtain the
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following functional
where E is a constant since energy is conserved at each level of the expansion.
The expression (3.101) is a conserved quantity for the system. Next we show
that this is consistent with the governing equations (3.55), (3.58) and (3.59).
J/
The integrand in (3.105) is a sum of two partial derivatives with respect to x and y,
respectively. Therefore, the integral is a constant. Since the functions S, A and v are
periodic with period 1 in both x and y, the double integral on the right-hand side is
zero. Thus, the consistency of the energy equation (3.101) with evolution equations
(3.61)—(3.63) is verified.
3.5 Numerical Solution of Evolution Equations
In this section, the initial value problem for the system of evolution equations (3.61)-
(3.63) is addressed numerically.
3.5.1 Numerical Method
Numerical solutions are constructed on periodic domains for given periodic initial
conditions
Conserved quantities Z, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, derived in Section 3.4 provide a useful accuracy
check for the numerics.
A pseudo-spectral scheme was used, computing derivatives by use of FFTs, and
the time integrations are done in the real space by fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.
A stability requirement for this method restricts the size of At as the number of
active Fourier modes increases. The reason of this is the dispersive nature of the
regularization provided by surface tension.
As can be seen from the evolution equations ((3.61)-(3.63), i.e., equations using
the unknown functions A and V, terms with the highest order derivatives present
linearly as opposed to the formulation in terms of the unknown functions u and v,
i.e. equations (3.55), (3.58) and (3.59). The first formulation allows to use the bigger
time step than the second one.
The computation is stopped when the value of any of the derivatives E x , SC ,
reaches the value of 5. The number of points used for numerical
solutions presented in the next section is n = 512, and the time step is 10 -5 towards
the end of the computation. The results presented show that the number n of points
should be bigger, ranging between n = 1024 and n = 4096. Then it would be possible
to set a higher value for the slopes in the interface and the vortex sheet. This in turn
requires much more space and memory to use, decreases the time step due to the
stability criterium and makes calculations to be very lengthy.
The figures obtained at the last time computed indicate that another scheme,
possibly, implicit should be used in order to follow further the singularity formation
and remove numerical instability.
In what follows, we report on results from the above method.
initially velocity jump in x-direction is absent),
Von = 1.0 (we have initial velocity jump in y-direction). These initial conditions
impose disturbances which produce a three-dimensional flow. Note that the initial
amplitude a = 0.3 is relatively large. Smaller disturbances require much longer runs.
Numerical solutions presented in this section have surface tension coefficient
To see the details better, we present two-dimensional "slices" of the three-
dimensional interfacial shape for some values of x and y where we observed interesting




Figure 3.4 Interface E(x, y, t), = 0, n = 512 at time: (a) t = 0.1; (b) t = 0.2.














Figure 3.5 Interface S(x, y, t), 7 = 0, n = 512 at time: (a) t = 0.3; t = 0.34672.
behavior. The first series of graphs (see Figure 3.6) represents the evolution of S at
fixed position x = 0 and x = 7r while y varies.
In Figures 3.7 (a) and (b), the evolution of slices of the interface with fixed
y = 0, y = 7r and varying x is presented.
Evolution of the vortex sheet strength in l-direction A(x, y, t) is presented next.
Figure 3.8 shows the initial shape for A which is flat since we initially impose no
velocity jump in the l-direction.
Its evolution for times t = 0.1, t = 0.2, t = 0.3 and t = 0.34672 is in Figures 3.9
(a), (b) and 3.10 (a), (b)
Cross-sections of A at x = 0 and x = IT are shown on Figures 3.11 (a) and (b),
respectively.
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Evolution of a slice of the interface S(,y) at x=0, a=0, tflna^ 0.34672
	
Evolution of a slice of the interface S(x,y) at xat, o=0, t ffna,=0.34672
Figure 3.6 Slices of the interface S(x, y, t), = 0, n = 512 at: (a) x = 0; (b) x = 7T.
Evolution of a slice of the interface S(,y) at y=0, 0= 0 , tithw=0.34672
	
Evolution of a slice of the interface S(x,y) at y.x, 0=0, t ithw=0.34672
Figure 3.7 Slice of the interface S(x, y, t), y = 0, n = 512 at: (a) y = 0; (b) y =
At y = 0, y = it and x varying, the slices of A are presented in Figures 3.12 (a)
and (b).
The evolution of the vortex sheet strength in the y-direction, V(x, y, t), is shown
next. Figure 3.13 has the initial shape of V.
In the next four figures 3.14 (a), (b) and 3.15 (a), (b) we present graphs of V
for times t = 0.1, t = 0.2, t = 0.3 and t = 0.34672.
Slices of V at x = 0 and x = it are given in Figures 3.16 (a) and (b), respectively.
At y = 0, y = it and x varying, the slices of V are presented in Figures 3.17 (a)
and (b), respectively.
It should be noted that while the vortex sheet strength components appear to
grow, the interface remains bounded.
1n0
Some graphs exhibit numerical instability at the last time t = 0.34672. This
instability is due to the fact that solution becomes more singular as the time evolves
and more points are needed to resolve this instability since higher wavenumbers begin
to play more important role, and we cannot neglect them. In this particular case,
we would need to work with n = 1024 at least in order to get solutions with higher
slopes.
More extensive computations are needed to pinpoint the singularity but our
results indicate that the solution becomes singular at a single point (x0 , yo ), say, after
a finite time. These findings are consistent with the calculations by Hou & Hu[40]
who considered three-dimensional vortex sheet evolution in unbounded domains and
came to the conclusion that singularity may appear at isolated points or along the
entire one-dimensional line but not along the segment.
Surface tension coefficient 7 = 3.0.
Using the same initial conditions (3.108) as for the case •-y = 0, we obtain the
solution at t = 0.4 for the interface S(l, y, t), given in Figure 3.18.
The corresponding graphs for vortex sheet strength components A(x, y, t) and
V(x, y, t), components in x and y directions, respectively, are presented in Figure
3.19.
In the program, the limit for the maximum derivative of S, A and V is set to





DERIVATION OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS IN
INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL FORM
In this chapter we will derive a Birkhoff-Rott type integral equation that describes
the evolution of the shape of a vortex sheet as well as the evolution equation for
the unnormalized vortex sheet strength. We do this for a general configuration in
a channel of arbitrary width and for vortex sheet amplitudes of arbitrary size. The
main objective is to study the effect of the presence of walls at a finite distance,
on singularity formation, for example. We also consider two limiting cases of the
derived Birkhoff-Rott type equation for validation purposes where we compare our
results with established ones for vortex sheets in unbounded domains and which are
spatially periodic.
4.1 The Birkhoff-Rott Type Equation
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and it follows that the stream function 0 satisfies the Poisson equations with the




where u(s) is the distance normal to the curve at s. If we now suppose that E 	 0
and max PI 	 ooh (i.e., the support of vorticity narrows and the vorticity becomes
unbounded) so that a(s) remains constant, we arrive at the concept of a vortex sheet
characterized locally by the vorticity density ads).
Hence, when the vorticity is zero everywhere except on a given vortex sheet,
equation (4.3) for the velocity is transformed into a line integral
From A[34], p.36)
x-cc





and with F = z-z(s) , we obtain2D
il l (F) = 27D coth (-27th (z — F(s))). 	 (4.8)
Similarly, the velocity induced by images of negative strength
u(z) = 27D coth 2D — z(s))). 	 A4.9)
The net velocity field is, therefore
ü(z) = 2D [coth2 (2D Az — F(s))) — coth(27rD AF — F(s)) 	 A4.10)
Hence the velocity field equation A4.5) induced by vorticity distributed along the
vortex sheet may be written as
1	 IT
(21, — iv) Az) = 	
27ri —co BIAS) 2D [Roth (-
7
2D
 AF — z(s)))
coth (2D AF — FAs)))] as A4.11)
where F e I112 \ c. The last equation is the expression of the complex velocity of points
F not on the vortex sheet.
If gravity and surface tension are absent, then we obtain the Kelvin-Helmholtz
type problem and in this case we can make a change of variables replacing the variable
of integration s by a variable F defined by
FAs) = fobs a(T)ar. 	 A4.12)
Then equation A4.11) becomes
AA — iv)(z) = 1 
r 7r





(-AD  AZ — ZAP)) ar A4.13)
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The variable FAs) is the total vortex sheet strength between the point s = 0
and an arbitrary point s, and physically this is the circulation about a curve whose
end points are s = 0 and s. The advantage of the variable F is that if an arbitrary
point on the interface is defined to move with a velocity equal to the average of the
flow velocities at the two sides of the sheet, then the quantity F remains constant in
time at that point. This is a consequence of Kelvin's circulation theorem [79], which
says that the circulation about any contour composed of the same fluid particles Aa
fluid line) is constant in an inviscid fluid and if the external forces are conservative.
When external forces, for example, gravity, are present, then it is more difficult
to define the velocity of the interface in such a way that the quantity FAs) would
remain constant on the sheet. This is due to the creation of vorticity on the
interface caused by the presence of external forces. Therefore, we cannot use equation
(4.13). Instead, it is useful to rewrite equation (4.11) using the Lagrangian variable
ALagrangian marker) e. In terms of e, equation (4.11) becomes
We note that the vortex sheet strength 7 depends on time t, which stresses that 'y
changes with time due to creation of vorticity as a consequence of action of gravity,
for example.
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Equation A4.16) defines the velocity field induced by the vortex sheet at any
point F of the plane except at points on the sheet c. The velocity at the interface
may be determined as the average of those just above and below the interface Athis is
more conventional) or may be defined as a weighted average of the velocities across
the interface. The latter definition of the velocity of the vortex sheet was first used in
[4] in order to improve the accuracy of numerical calculations. Later, this approach
was shown to be convenient and useful in a theoretical analysis of the Rayleigh-Taylor
problem in [83]. In this work, we choose the average speed approach. The choice of
the tangential velocity of a point on the interface to be the arithmetic average Aor
weighted average) of the tangential components of the fluid velocity on either side
corresponds to the so-called Lagrangian formulation [42] of the problem.
Let us define
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Since we defined the velocity at a point of the vortex sheet as the average
of the limiting velocities just above and below the vortex sheet, respectively, i.e.
the desired equation for the complex
velocity of a point on the vortex sheet follows from equation (4.19) as
The integral on the right-hand side of e4.20) is the Birkhoff-Rott type integral for
the case of a bounded vortex sheet, and it is analogous to the corresponding case of
an unbounded vortex sheet. In order to complete the description of the motion, we
need an additional equation that describes the evolution for -yet). We will derive this
equation in the following section.
Note that the complex potential corresponding to the complex velocity (4.20)
may be written as
4.1.1 Limiting Case for the Complex Potential for D > 1 — Unbounded
Vortex Sheet
We show next that as D -4 oo, we recover the Birkhoff-Rott equation for an
unbounded vortex sheet [12], namely,
Figure 4.2 (a) Channel in plane; (b) shifted channel in (-plane.




4.1.2 The Periodic Bounded Vortex Sheet
We now give a formal derivation of the periodic bounded vortex sheet equation with
period P = 2L. We will use a method modified from that proposed by Choi and
Humphrey in [24] where the authors derived an expression for the stream function
due to a single vortex for the potential flow in a rectangular domain.
Consider the complex potential (4.6) before summing the contributions of the




as Cayley [18] and Milne-Thomson in [1], Chapters 16 and 17. Using (4.26), we can
write
z II (1+ 	




= F H	 ( 1+ 2nKH-- F2jKii ) = • z H 11 1+D L 	 2nD +2jKii)	n$0	 n00
simult. 	 simult.
Kid  2M 7rM' HD (KL z ' M)
where P-11 = D' or -.1= K'-	 HenceD 
z	 1+ 	
L 7T H (.1± z,H 11 (
	740 j00	 2Ln + 2j Di 	 DV 2Mk'D
simult.
This is really a function of L and D since the relation /*( = K' picks any M (see
Figure C.1 in Appendix C). Then
	  (71 C F,k)i+= 	 In
[AL  12kk7r'DH
L
=- 	 In i/2kk7r1D + '7(P, In H (-LAD z, M) H-Gi(n,j),
whence
(z - z(p , t)) - (z - z(p, t)) = 	 t) In H (7K (z — gp,M)),M)
-7(p, M) an H (—
K
(F - gp,t)),M) .
Hence we can write the complex potential as
2L
C/(z)	
1  f 
-yap, M) [an H (— (z - zap, M)),
27ri
In H -1((- (z - 	 M)), M (4.27)




4.1.3 Limiting Case for the Complex Potential L >> 1, D is Finite
Consider the complex potential (4.27). We can show that as the aspect ratio t, -+ ooh,
i.e., the period becomes infinite, we recover the expression for the complex potential






terms with tanh will approach 0 while terms with Goth will become singular and
hence dominant. Therefore, we recover the equation for the velocity of the vortex
sheet (4.20) when the domain is a bounded channel and no periodicity is imposed.
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4.2 Vorticity Evolution Equation
In this section, we derive the evolution equation for the unnormalized vortex sheet
strength rya (e,t).In our derivation, we follow that given by Baker, Meiron&Orszag [6]
and Siegel [83] but set the weight parameter )3 = 0. We also incorporate the surface
tension term into the vorticity equation.
Consider an interface between inviscid, incompressible, irrotational fluids. The
flow of each fluid is governed by an Euler equation
where the subscripts Z = 1 and 2 correspond to the upper and lower fluids, respectively.
The boundary conditions at the interface are continuity of the normal component of
velocity, i.e., u2.n = u2n where n is the outward normal to the interface, a kinematic
condition, and the pressure difference across the interface that can be expressed by
Laplace's equation p 2 — p2 = amok, where a0  is the surface tension coefficient, and i is
the curvature of the interface.
Let the interface be a curve c(e) parametrized by x = (x(e), y (e)) , where e is a
Lagrangian variable, ands a unit tangential vector at x. Then the pressure difference
can be written as
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where s is the arc length. The velocity of a Lagrangian point at the interface labelled
by e is defined as the average of the velocities across the interface. In terms of the
complex velocity u — iv, this definition is
where ui — Zvi  :_=_- qj , Z = 1, 2, are the complex velocities evaluated at each side of the
interface near point (x(e), y (e)) and defined in (4.17), (4.18). Then the unnormalized
vortex sheet strength can be written as
we obtain
aci
at = Re{gsheetqi + at x,y•
(4.48)
e
00j   
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where A sh„t =
e ) V sheet 	 at . Since    
(al . ay)










— Re{ qsh„tql } + 2 q 2 q 2 + —
P1 
+ gym = 0, (4.49) 
1 _ 	 Pi
e — Re{gsheetq2} + 	








a =ate e — Re{gsheetq2} +
Multiply equation (4.49) by p i and equation (4.50) by Pi
resulting equations are
Pia +Pi + pigy = 0,
2P2b + Pi + pigy = 0.
Subtract equation (4.51) from equation (4.52) and notice




2Pib — 	 = —
2 
(2Pia — 2Pib) = —2 Uoia pia pia — pia pia — p i a — p i a
— Pia) = 1-- (Pi(a + + pia — a) + Pi(a — a) — Pia + a))
= 1 ((P2 Pi(a + + (P1 + Pi(a
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where 434 is the average value and ,u, is the jump of the potential across the interface.
We can also interpret ii as the strength of the dipole layer distributed along the
interface (see Baker, Meiron & Orszag [6]).
In "q"-notation, the expressions for the vortex sheet velocity (4.43) and the
unnormalized vortex sheet strength (4.42) become
■■
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This is a desired evolution equation for 7 in dimensional variables.
In view of the fact that the velocity of the vortex sheet may be expressed as
a Birkhoff-Rott type integro-differential equation, it follows that equation (4.57) is a
Fredhoim integral equation of the second kind.
Equation (4.57) and various other slightly different forms have been derived
and rederived by many investigators. See, for example, Zaroodny & Greenberg [93],




The nonlinear flow is studied which results when two immiscible inviscid
incompressible fluids of different densities and separated by an interface which is
free to move and which supports surface tension, are caused to flow in a straight
infinite channel. Gravity is taken into consideration and the velocities of each phase
can be different, thus giving rise to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The competing
effects of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability coupled with a stably or unstably stratified
fluid system (Rayleigh-Taylor instability) when surface tension is present to regularize
the dynamics, are investigated. The approach involves the derivation of two- and
three-dimensional model evolution equations using long-wave asymptotics and the
ensuing analysis and computation of these models. The appropriate Birkhoff-Rott
integro-differential equation for two-phase inviscid flows in channels of arbitrary
aspect ratios is also derived.
A long wave asymptotic analysis is undertaken to develop a theory for fully
nonlinear interfacial waves allowing amplitudes as large as the channel thickness.
The result is a set of evolution equations for the interfacial shape and the velocity
jump across the interface. Linear stability analysis reveals that capillary forces
stabilize short-wave disturbances in a dispersive manner and the effect of surface
tension on the fully nonlinear dynamics described by our models is studied. In the
case of two-dimensional interfacial deflections, traveling waves of permanent form are
constructed and it is shown that solitary waves are possible for a range of physical
parameters. All solitary waves are expressed implicitly in terms of incomplete elliptic
integrals of the third kind. When the upper layer has zero density, two explicit
solitary-wave solutions have been found whose amplitudes are equal to h/4 or h/9
where 2h is the channel thickness. In the absence of gravity, solitary waves are not
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possible but periodic ones are. Numerically constructed traveling and solitary waves
are given for representative physical parameters. The initial value problem for the
partial differential equations is also addressed numerically in periodic domains, and
the regularizing effect of surface tension is investigated. An explicit pseudo-spectral
scheme is used in numerical analysis. The system of evolution equations has three
conserved quantities, corresponding to mass, total circulation and energy. These
constants of motion are used as a check on the accuracy of computational solutions.
It is shown that the system of governing equations terminates in infinite slope
singularities. This is achieved by studying a 2 x 2 system of nonlinear conservation
laws in the complex plane and by numerical solution of the evolution equations. This
analysis shows that a sinusoidal perturbation of the flat interface and a cosinusoidal
perturbation to the unit velocity jump across causes the interface to develop a
singularity at time to = Ink- + 0 (On(ln --)) where E is the initial amplitude of the
disturbances. This result is asymptotic for small E and is derived by studying the
asymptotic form of the flow characteristics in the complex plane.
The problem under consideration is generalized to the three-dimensional case,
where two fluids with different density and velocities bounded between two infinite
horizontal plates are considered. Three-dimensional long-wave model equations are
derived by assuming that the wavelengths in the principal horizontal directions are
large compared to the channel thickness. Surface tension is again incorporated to
regularize short-wave Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities and the equations are solved
numerically subject to periodic boundary conditions. Evidence of singularity
formation is found. In particular, it is observed that singularities occur at isolated
points starting from general initial conditions. This finding is consistent with
numerical studies of unbounded three-dimensional vortex sheets, in particular, with
the results by Hou & Hu [40]. Integral invariants of motion that correspond to mass,
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total circulation in the principal horizontal directions, and energy provided a useful
accuracy check for the numerics.
The vortex-sheet formulation of the exact nonlinear two-dimensional motion
of the interface is developed for the case when the vortex sheet is bounded by the
channel walls. The model includes a Birkhoff-Rott type integro-differential evolution
equation for the velocity of the interface in terms of the vorticity as well as the
evolution equation for the unnormalized vortex sheet strength. For the case of a
periodic vortex sheet, this Birkhoff-Rott type equation is written in terms of Jacobi's
functions. The equation is shown to recover the limits of unbounded and non-periodic
flows which are known in the literature.
APPENDIX A
GENERAL PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a system of two incompressible, inviscid and immiscible fluids which are
bounded between two parallel infinite plates. Denote the upper and lower fluids by
subscripts 1 and 2, respectively. In dimensional variables, the height of the upper
and lower walls of the channel are h 1 and hi , respectively. The densities are assumed
to be p1 and pi . Cartesian coordinates (l, y, z) will be used with the undisturbed
interface at z = 0. At later times, the deformed interface is given by the function
z = S(l, y, M). The geometry of the problem is given in Figure 3.1.
The velocity components in Cartesian coordinates are denoted by (A i , vi , wig)
and the pressure by pi ; the governing equations are the continuity equation and the
Euler equations in each layer
differentiations with respect to x, y, z, and t, respectively, and g is the gravitational
acceleration.
One of the boundary conditions at the interface z = S(x, y, t) is the continuity
of the normal component of velocity. This condition is called a MZnematic conditZon
and it reflects the fact that the boundary between the two fluids is a material surface.
In other words, a particle of the interface stays on it during the course of its evolution
(see, for example, [2] p. 65). i.e., two fluids cannot occupy the same point at the
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same time and a cavity cannot be formed between two fluids [30]. The equation of
Then the kinematic
condition implies g 0 on the interface, where the operator -11)—)t , called the material
derivative, is given by
with SIB being values of the function z = S(l, y, t) immediately above and below the
interface.
Another condition at the interface is the continuity of the normal component
of the stress with allowance for the effect of surface tension (this condition is called
the dynamic condition [7]). The difference between the values of the stress on two
surface elements parallel to the boundary and immediately on either side of it, is a
normal force due wholly to surface tension. The total stress Ti = (0-kirk J= ,, Z = 1, 2,
can be written as
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Here we derive the dynamic condition in the general case when the fluids are viscous
and then set p i = 0, since we restrict our attention to inviscid fluids.
Denote by n, the outward normal to the interface, and g 1) , i(i) mutually
orthogonal vectors in the plane tangent to the surface. For the component of the
surface tension normal to the interface (in the direction ft') we have
whereas tangential components (in directions i(1) and Dili) , respectively) are
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giving the dynamic condition at the free surface z = S(x, y, t). Similarly, for the
tangential components of the stress in the directions t11) , 1 = 1, 2, we have
For inviscid fluids, the above equation is satisfied automatically since p i = p,i = 0,
therefore, the same is true for equations (A.7) and (A.8).
The upper and lower rigid surfaces are assumed to be impermeable, therefore,
the normal component of the velocity is zero there, i.e.
We assume that the flow is irrotational away from the interface and we can




and similarly, that from the lower side gives
The integrals in (B.2) can be obtained analytically by elementary methods.
Combining the results described above, it is found that the logarithmic terms cancel







In this chapter, we give some necessary definitions, relations and properties of
Legendre's Elliptic Integrals, Jacobi's Elliptic Functions and Jacobi's Z, H,
and H Functions. Material presented here is based on works by Cayley [18] and
Milne-Thomson in [1], Chapters 16 and 17.
Let R(x) be a rational function of x and X a rational and integral quartic
function of x with real coefficients. The integral
is called an elliptic Zntegral. The values of x are real, and such that X is positive,
or 07 real. The rational function R is the sum of an even function and an odd
function of l. The odd part of the differential expression in (C.1) may be integrated
by circular and logarithmic functions. There still remains to consider the part when
R is even. Thus we may take R to be an even rational function of x.
By a real substitution [18], we can transform the differential expression in (C.1)
into the form
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Writing the substitution x = sin 0, we can introduce the three kinds of EllZptic
Integrals: viz. these are
In the above integrals, 0 is called the amplitude, k the modulus, n the parameter. The
amplitude is a real angle, the modulus M, as already mentioned, is positive and less
, called the complZmentary modulus, is real, positive
and less then 1.
Instead of the complete notation F(k, 0), we frequently express only the
amplitude 0, and write simply F0 and similar E0, etc. if it is understood what
the unexpressed letters M, or k and n, are.
We have spoken of 0 as the amplitude of F0. Denote AO = 1-1 2 sine 0. Writing
F0 = A, then 0 is the amplitude of A, say 0 = am A, and then sin 0, cos 0, AM are the
sine, cosine and delta of am A, which may be written as sin am A, cos am A, A am A or
in abbreviated form as
7 A P."
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where D' being the same function of the complimentary modulus k' as D is of k. The
elliptic functions sn u, cn u and do u satisfy equations
from which we deduce that another period is 2ZD'. Therefore, the elliptic functions
are doubly periodic. More specifically, the function sn u has periods 2ZD', 2D + 2ZD',
2D; function cn u has periods 2ZK', 2D + 2ZK', 2D; finally, the function do u has
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where (except that in the first product the simultaneous values m = 0, m' = 0 are
to be omitted) m, m' have all positive or negative integer values, including zero, but
under the following condition, viz. taking µ, ii i to denote each of them an indefinitely
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H (A + v)H (A — v) =
Hi 02 v - eiA Hi v
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82 0 
where 80 = \I ik' K .
7r
However, there is the addition-equation for the function ZA, viz.
ZAP + Zv — Z(u + v) = ki sn A sn v sn (u ± v).
Finally, we give some values of the ZA function for certain values of the
arguments.
Z(0, M) = 0, 	 Z(D,M) = 0, Z(2ZD' ,k) = —i, 	 Z(iD',M) = a),
Z(u,1) = tanh A, Z(u, 0) = 0, Z(—A,M)=-- —Z(u,M).
APPENDIX D
SOKHOTSKI-PLEMELJ FORMULAE
In this chapter, we present Sohotskij-Plemelj Formulae used in the derivation of a
Birkhoff-Rott type integro-differential equation in Section 2.1.
Consider the integral
where C is a smooth curve (C may be an arc or a closed contour), function f(z)
defined on C and continuous everywhere except possibly at a finite number of points
where it has an integrable discontinuity. The integral (D.1) is called the Cauchy type
integral. Let the function f(z) satisfy the Holder condition on C, that is for any two
points ( and ( 1 of C
The integral (D.1) is well defined and F(z) is analytic provided that z is not on C.
However, if z is on C, this integral becomes ambiguous. To give it a unique meaning
we have to define how z approaches C. We denote by + the region that is on the left
of the positive direction of C and by — the region on the right (see Figure D.1). Then,
as the next theorem shows, F(z) has a limit F+((0 ), (0 on C, when F approaches C
along a curve entirely in the + region. Similarly, F(z) has a limit F - ((0 ), when F
approaches C along a curve entirely in the — region. These limits are given by so
called SoMhotski-Plemelj Formulae.
Theorem (Sokhotski-Plemelj Formulae) Let C ae a smooth contour (closed or
open) and let f (z) satisfy a Helder condition on C. The Cauchy type integral F(F),
defined Zn (D.1), has the lZmitZng values F+(( 0 ) and F1(0 ) as z approaches C from
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Formulae (D.2), (D.3) were first proved by Sokhotski in 1873, then by Plemelj
in 1908, and finally under more general assumptions by Privalov in 1918 [55].
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